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Abstract

Telepresence systems create a "being there" conferencing experience. A number of issues need to be solved largely by manipulating multiple audio and video streams. Different systems take different approaches, employ different techniques, and convey information by using different vocabularies, making interoperability extremely challenging. This problem statement describes the typical issues that must be solved and uses examples to illustrate the kind of diversity that makes interworking problematic.
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1. Introduction

In a Telepresence conference, the idea is to create a feeling of presence - that you are in the same room with the remote parties. In order to create the "being there" or telepresence experience, a number of technical issues need to be solved. These issues are addressed by manipulating multiple media streams, video and audio - by describing them, controlling them, and signaling about them. The fundamental features of telepresence require handling multiple streams of media, and considering additional characteristics of those streams beyond those normally specified in existing videoconferencing standards.

Different telepresence systems approach solving the basic issues differently. They use disparate techniques, and they describe, control and signal media in dissimilar fashions. Such diversity creates an interoperability problem. The same issues are solved in different ways by different systems, so that they are not directly interoperable. This makes interworking difficult at best and sometimes impossible.

Some degree of interworking is possible through transcoding and translation. This requires additional devices, which are expensive and not entirely automatic. Specialized knowledge is required to operate a telepresence conference where the endpoints use different equipment and a transcoding and translating device is employed for interoperability. Often such conferences are interrupted by difficulties that arise.

The general problem that needs to be solved is this. The transmitting side sends audio and video streams based upon a model for rendering a realistic depiction from this information. If the receiving side belongs to the same vendor, it works with the same model and renders the information according to that shared model. However, if the receiver and the sender are from different vendors, the models they each have for rendering presence differ.

It is as if Alice and Bob are at different sites. Alice needs to tell Bob information about what her camera and sound equipment see at her site so that Bob’s receiver can create a display that will capture the important characteristics of her site. Alice and Bob need to agree on what the salient characteristics are as well as how to represent and communicate them. The telepresence multi-steam work seeks to describe the sender situation in a way that allows the receiver to render it realistically though it may have a different rendering model than the sender.

This problem statement identifies the fundamental issues that need to
be addressed to provide telepresence in typical use case scenarios. We show how different approaches to solving the problems and different techniques for handling multiple media create a challenge for interoperability.

This document describes some of the problems that arise, it is not an complete list, but rather it is more illustrative than exhaustive. Requirements, use cases and solutions are discussed in other documents.

2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

3. Fundamental Issues for Telepresence

The fundamental issues that must be handled to produce a typical telepresence conference, either point to point or multipoint include:

1. Participant display
   A. Placement of video
   B. Size
   C. Angle
   D. Overlap
   E. Display technology

2. Audio
   A. Placement, emanating from right place
   B. Type of audio

3. Different number of screens on sender and receiver sides

4. Participant display for multipoint
   A. Placement of video
4. Manipulating Media Streams

In addressing the fundamental issues, multiple media streams are handled in the following ways:

1. Sender and receiver understand each others capabilities
   A. Number of video, audio and presentation streams that can be sent/received simultaneously
   B. What media signaling protocol being used (SDP, proprietary, etc.)

2. Streaming control

3. Feedback mechanisms
4. Signaling about RTP payload
5. Media control signaling
   A. Video refresh
   B. Flow control
6. Signaling media formats and media capabilities
7. Signaling content type
8. Signaling device type
9. Signaling network characteristics per stream
10. Floor control signaling

5. Examples of Interworking Issues

This section describes several examples that illustrate the kinds of incompatibilities that arise when different systems take different approaches to an issue.

5.1. Designating Roles and Positions for transmitted streams

Senders and receivers need to have the same vocabulary and understanding of stream roles and positions in order to place them appropriately. For example one system may define roles as: center, left, right, legacy center, legacy right, legacy left, auxiliary 1/5 fps and auxiliary 30 fps positions. These roles as defined are a combination of "input devices" + "codec type/format" for transmission positions, and a combination of "stream decoders/output devices" + "codec type/format" for receive positions. Another system will not have the exact same vocabulary and meaning, though it still has to accomplish the same placement task.

How the cameras and encoders are wired determines how the local scene is displayed on the remote screen. In many systems right and left need to be exchanged to be seen properly, but this depends on the way the equipment is wired.

In describing how to display the local scene, the language can be misleading if there is no agreed upon reference for right and left. [for example, more]

Although often the video is displayed on separate monitors, it is
also possible to use projectors to create a video wall. In this case, there may be an overlap region between cameras which allows for projector blending. Also, although cameras are generally arranged to create a seamless panoramic view of the participants, it is also possible for there to be gaps between cameras (and corresponding gaps between displays).

There is also no reference for image size. Some rooms use proportionally larger displays, and set the camera field of view to show participants either standing or sitting at life size. Others use smaller displays, and set the field of view for sitting participants (cropping off heads when people stand). In order to preserve full size display when these systems interoperate, both systems must rescale their video.

5.2. Multipoint

Multipoint conferences, where there are more than two endpoints, create a wealth of technical issues to be solved. The primary one is which participants to display on each screen at each site. If the number of sites is greater than can be shown on the number of displays at a site, this adds to the complexity. There are, of course, almost unlimited ways this can be handled. We discuss the common approaches and how they differ.

The local screens can show all the camera image from the a particular remote site (site switching); or each local screen can show a participant or two from each of the remote sites (segment switching); or local displays can show a composite of remote camera shots (continuous presence). The choice of who to display on a screen can be determined by users, or, more often, automated according to voice activity level.

[Add user-controlled personal telepresence scenario.]

Policies are created and implemented in many ways. They tend to be based on some combination of what H.323 defines as centralized and decentralized. One of the challenges is that the endpoints in the conference may have different number of cameras and displays from each other so a common mode on the number of streams and their priority is required. Also, the various endpoints might have different bandwidth constraints and support different codec profiles.

A centralized multipoint conference is one in which all participating endpoints communicate in a point-to-point fashion with an MCU. The endpoints transmit their control, audio, video, and/or data streams to the MCU. The MCU centrally manages the conference, processes the audio, video and/or data streams, and returns the processed streams.
to each endpoint. In this mode, the MCU will mix the audio streams; and if using centralized video, will either use voice activated video switch, where everyone will see the active speaker and the speaker will see the previous speaker, or will use continuous presence mode, where the MCU will create a video stream with sub windows for each of the participants. MCUs can support multiple video layouts and they can be created automatically based on the number of participants or by a conference management application.

There are three methods commonly used for video stream distribution in centralized multipoint conferences. The three conference policies above can be implemented using any of these technologies.

Simple video switching (forwarding) has the advantage of low latency and low complexity. It can be used if all systems are capable of receiving the encodings used by the sending endpoints (including both the video codec and the image resolution/aspect ratio). In some situations it can be wasteful of bandwidth.

Full video transcoding usually has higher latency than switching. It does not require system to be capable of receiving identical encodings, and different sites can connect with different bandwidths.

Layered video encoding combines some of the benefits of video switching and video transcoding. It is more complex than video switching, but less complex than video transcoding. Bandwidth and resolution can be reduced for each site. Since this is done by filtering out layers of the original encoding, the available bandwidths and resolutions are not as fine-grained as full video transcoding.

In decentralized mode or full mesh mode each endpoint creates its display mode. This requires each endpoint to receive multiple streams and send its video and audio to all participants, using multicast of unicast.

In practice, multicast is not now being used in commercial systems, so the size of a strictly decentralized multipoint conference is limited.

There are analogous issues for audio. Like video, the audio is rotated, so there is no clarity on the meaning of left and right. Since the number of streams, microphones, and speakers are not matched, the systems need to re-process the received audio in order to create the correct sound field for their respective rooms.

There are two ways in which the audio might be handled in this use case:
o A single stereo audio stream is sent to the remote site, just as in standard videoconferencing.

o Three monaural audio streams are sent to the remote site, with proprietary signaling to associate each audio stream with a video stream.

Microphones and speakers positions vary; and there is no agreed upon way to describe their placement. There is no agreed upon reference for audio level. In addition, audio may be sent as an independent stream from each microphone or as a multi-channel channel stream.

5.3. Capability Negotiation

Call setup for the telepresence conference will start with a single call establishing one video media stream. After the connection is established, a proprietary capability negotiation takes place that will enable both sides to identify that they are telepresence applications and capable of having two more video sessions and provide the connectivity information. The result is that two or more video sessions are established. The system may use two new SIP call legs or just add the two new video streams to the existing dialog.

[more to be added]

5.4. Differences in Media Characteristics

Media characteristics such as video format, aspect ratio, and visual scale can be handled differently at different sites creating incompatibility. To interwork, an adaptive strategy is necessary. Although differences in media characteristic must also be handled in a typical video conference, the problem is made more complex in Telepresence due to the multiple screens, cameras and streams.

Two examples – aspect ratio and visual scale are described here.

5.4.1. Aspect Ratio

If the aspect ratios in different sites are not the same, some technique needs to be applied to adjust for the difference. Although the same situation arises in normal video conferencing, multiple streams in telepresence conferencing causes more difficulties.

For simplicity let us assume a point to point case – two conference room on a point to point call. Both rooms have 3 screens and 3 cameras, as in 4.1 above. Both rooms have identical visual scale – the display width and distance between the participants and the displays are identical in both rooms. However the equipment –
cameras and displays – in each room has a different aspect ratio, 16:9 in one room and 4:3 in the other.

Although 4:3 is usually associated with standard definition TV and 16:9 with HDTV, telepresence systems may choose the aspect ratio to obtain a particular field of view. Projecting images in the 16:9 aspect ratio offers a wider presentation angle that shows fine details well (the pixel density is greater than a 4:3 system of the same resolution and scale). In the room with 16:9 media characteristic, people are shown at full size when they are seated. However, when they stand up the height of the display results in their image being cropped so that their heads are not shown. The other room uses projectors to display HD images with 4:3 aspect ratios. This results in an increased image height – the vertical field of view is 33% greater than the 16:9 system. The increased height allows most of the population to be shown full size whether they are standing or sitting.

Some strategy is necessary to deal with the case of the two sites having a point to point call. In order to convert formats of unequal ratios a variety of techniques can be used, such as: zooming (enlarging) and cropping (removing), letterboxing (adding horizontal bars), pillarboxing (adding vertical bars) to retain the original format’s aspect ratio, or scaling (which distorts) in a variety of ways.

For the video sent from the 4:3 room to the 16:9 room, several techniques can be used:

1. The 16:9 system might simply crop the top 1/4 of each 4:3 image. This will result in full size display, eye contact, and gaze awareness for the individuals who are seated. However, the standing presenter’s head will be cropped.

2. The 16:9 system might stretch each to the 4:3 images to fully fit the 16:9 display. This would reduce image height (creating geometric distortion) and create eye-contact error. Continuity of the panoramic image would be preserved.

3. The 16:9 system could pillarbox each of the 4:3 images, placing horizontal borders on the three displays. This results in reducing the image size to less than full size. It also destroys the continuity of the panoramic image, and introduces additional error in eye contact and gaze awareness.

4. The 16:9 system could pillarbox only the center display. This reduces the size of the presenter who is the focus of the meeting.
5. The 16:9 system could also crop the bottom of the center display. Visually this reduces the height of the presenter, but maintains full size. There is a vertical discontinuity in the panoramic image. Whether this is objectionable or not depends on the room layout.

Strategies 4 and 5 could be accomplished in response to a user command or automatically. The details will be discussed in more detail in future documents.

For the video sent from the 16:9 room to the 4:3 room, the receiving system simply letterboxes the video displays. Since the scales are identical, this full size image displays in the 4:3 room.

For the video sent from the 16:9 room to the 4:3 room, the common techniques are:

1. The 4:3 system places the border above the image. This maintains eye contact for those who are seated, but cannot maintain eye contact for the presenter.

2. The 4:3 system places the border below the images. If the 16:9 system crops the bottom of the center display then this will maintain eye contact for the presenter and the remote site.

3. The 4:3 system centers the images. Eye contact suffers for everyone, but the worst case eye contact error is better controlled.

In this use case, negotiation between the systems is not strictly necessary, no matter which scheme is used. However, the best user experience is obtained if both systems have knowledge about aspect ratios being used and which participants are standing and which are sitting so they can adjust optimally.

5.4.2. Visual Scale

The visual scale of displays may differ between sites. Again, let us use the point to point case as a simple example. Assume two conference rooms in a point to point call. One room is designed for 6 participants, and has three 16:9 screens and 3 cameras. This room is designed to show participants at their normal size when seated (2 participants per camera/display). It does not have adequate display height to capture those who are standing. The second room is also designed for 6 participants, but shows 3 participants per camera/display also at their full size. Therefore, it only needs two 16:9 cameras/display pairs. Since the field of view in both the vertical and horizontal is increased by 50%, it also shows those who are
For the video sent from the 2 screen (larger scale) room to the 3 screen (smaller scale) room, two approaches can be used:

1. The 3 screen system might simply show the participants on two of its displays. Participants will be shown at 67% of their full size. Eye contact and gaze awareness will be lost.

2. The 3 screen system might construct and display a vertically cropped 3-screen view, showing 2 participants on each screen. Participants will be shown at full size, with preservation of eye contact and gaze awareness.

For the video sent from the 3 screen to the 2 screen room, there are two analogous approaches:

1. The 2 screen system selects 2 streams and simply shows them on its displays. Participants will be shown at 150% of their normal size. Eye contact and gaze awareness will be lost, and some of the remote site is lost.

2. The 2 screen system might construct and display a 2 screen view (with a vertical border on the top) which shows 3 participants on each screen. Participants will be shown at full size, with preservation of eye contact and gaze awareness.

Although there is no need for negotiation between the systems, the best user experience is obtained if both systems have knowledge of the visual scale, and where individuals are seated, and can then choose the best manner of display.

6. IANA Considerations

This document contains no IANA considerations.

7. Security Considerations

While there are likely to be security considerations for any solution for telepresence interoperability, this document has no security considerations.
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Abstract

Telepresence conferencing systems seek to create the sense of really being present. A number of techniques for handling audio and video streams are used to create this experience. When these techniques are not similar, interoperability between different systems is difficult at best, and often not possible. Conveying information about the relationships between multiple streams of media would allow senders and receivers to make choices to allow telepresence systems to interwork. This memo describes the most typical and important use cases for sending multiple streams in a telepresence conference.
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1. Introduction

Telepresence applications try to provide a "being there" experience for conversational video conferencing. Often this telepresence application is described as "immersive telepresence" in order to distinguish it from traditional video conferencing, and from other forms of remote presence not related to conversational video conferencing, such as avatars and robots. The salient characteristics of telepresence are often described as: full-sized, immersive video, preserving interpersonal interaction and allowing non-verbal communication.

Although telepresence systems are based on open standards such as RTP [RFC3550], SIP [RFC3261], H.264, and the H.323 suite of protocols, they cannot easily interoperate with each other without operator assistance and expensive additional equipment which translates from one vendor to another. A standard way of describing the multiple streams constituting the media flows and the fundamental aspects of their behavior, would allow telepresence systems to interwork.

This draft presents a set of use cases describing typical scenarios. Requirements will be derived from these use cases in a separate document. The use cases are described from the viewpoint of the users. They are illustrative of the user experience that needs to be supported. It is possible to implement these use cases in a variety of different ways. A problem statement draft describes the difficulties when one participant’s equipment has a different approach than another’s.

Many different scenarios need to be supported. Our strategy in this document is to describe in detail the most common and basic use cases. These will cover most of the requirements. Additional scenarios that bring new features and requirements will be added.

We look at telepresence conferences that are point-to-point and multipoint. In some settings, the number of displays is similar at all sites, in others, the number of displays differs at different sites. Both cases are considered. Also included is a use case describing display of presentation or content.

The document structure is as follows: Section 2 presents the document terminology, Section 3 gives an overview of the scenarios, and Section 4 describes use cases.

2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",

3. Telepresence Scenarios Overview

This section describes the general characteristics of the use cases and what the scenarios are intended to show. The typical setting is a business conference, which was the initial focus of telepresence. Recently consumer products are also being developed. We specifically do not include in our scenarios the infrastructure aspects of telepresence, such as room construction, layout and decoration.

Telepresence systems are typically composed of one or more video cameras and encoders and one or more display monitors of large size (around 60”). Microphones pick up sound and audio codec(s) produce one or more audio streams. The cameras used to present the telepresence users we will call participant cameras (and likewise for displays). There may also be other cameras, such as for document display. These will be referred to as presentation or content cameras, which generally have different formats, aspect ratios, and frame rates from the participant cameras. The presentation videos may be shown on participant screen, or on auxiliary display screens. A user’s computer may also serve as a virtual content camera, generating an animation or playing back a video for display to the remote participants.

We describe such a telepresence system as sending M video streams, N audio streams, and D content streams to the remote system(s). (Note that the number of audio streams is generally not the same as the number of video streams.)

The fundamental parameters describing today’s typical telepresence scenario include:

1. The number of participating sites
2. The number of visible seats at a site
3. The number of cameras
4. The number of audio channels
5. The screen size
6. The display capabilities - such as resolution, frame rate, aspect ratio
7. The arrangement of the displays in relation to each other
8. Similar or dissimilar number of primary screens at all sites
9. Type and number of presentation displays
10. Multipoint conference display strategies – for example, the camera-to-display mappings may be static or dynamic
11. The camera viewpoint
12. The cameras fields of view and how they do or do not overlap

The basic features that give telepresence its distinctive characteristics are implemented in disparate ways in different systems. Currently Telepresence systems from diverse vendors interoperate to some extent, but this is not supported in a standards based fashion. Interworking requires that translation and transcoding devices be included in the architecture. Such devices increase latency, reducing the quality of interpersonal interaction. Use of these devices is often not automatic; it frequently requires substantial manual configuration and a detailed understanding of the nature of underlying audio and video streams. This state of affairs is not acceptable for the continued growth of telepresence – we believe telepresence systems should have the same ease of interoperability as do telephones.

There is no agreed upon way to adequately describe the semantics of how streams of various media types relate to each other. Without a standard for stream semantics to describe the particular roles and activities of each stream in the conference, interoperability is cumbersome at best.

In a multiple screen conference, the video and audio streams sent from remote participants must be understood by receivers so that they can be presented in a coherent and life-like manner. This includes the ability to present remote participants at their true size for their apparent distance, while maintaining correct eye contact, gestural cues, and simultaneously providing a spatial audio sound stage that is consistent with the video presentation.

The receiving device that decides how to display incoming information needs to understand a number of variables such as the spatial position of the speaker, the field of view of the cameras; the camera zoom; which media stream is related to each of the displays; etc. It is not simply that individual streams must be adequately described, to a large extent this already exists, but rather that the semantics of the relationships between the streams must be communicated. Note
that all of this is still required even if the basic aspects of the streams, such as the bit rate, frame rate, and aspect ratio, are known. Thus, this problem has aspects considerably beyond those encountered in interoperation of single-node video conferencing units.

4. Use Case Scenarios

Our development of use cases is staged, initially focusing on what is currently typical and important. Use cases that add future or more specialized features will be added later as needed. Also, there are a number of possible variants for these use cases, for example, the audio supported may differ at the end points (such as mono or stereo versus surround sound), etc. These issues will be discussed in more depth in the problem statement document.

The use cases here are intended to be hierarchical, in that the earlier use cases describe basics of telepresence that will also be used by later use cases.

Many of these systems offer a full conference room solution where local participants sit on one side of a table and remote participants are displayed as if they are sitting on the other side of the table. The cameras and screens are typically arranged to provide a panoramic (left to right) view of the remote room.

The sense of immersion and non-verbal communication is fostered by a number of technical features, such as:

1. Good eye contact, which is achieved by careful placement of participants, cameras and screens.

2. Camera field of view and screen sizes are matched so that the images of the remote room appear to be full size.

3. The left side of each room is presented on the right display at the far end; similarly the right side of the room is presented on the left display. The effect of this is that participants of each site appear to be sitting across the table from each other. If two participants on the same site glance at each other, all participants can observe it. Likewise, if a participant on one site gestures to a participant on the other site, all participants observe the gesture itself and the participants it includes.
4.1. Point to point meeting: symmetric

In this case each of the two sites has an identical number of screens, with cameras having fixed fields of view, and one camera for each screen. The sound type is the same at each end. As an example, there could be 3 cameras and 3 screens in each room, with stereo sound being sent and received at each end.

The important thing here is that each of the 2 sites has the same number of screens. Each screen is paired with a corresponding camera. Each camera / screen pair is typically connected to a separate codec, producing a video encoded stream for transmission to the remote site, and receiving a similarly encoded stream from the remote site.

Each system has one or multiple microphones for capturing audio. In some cases, stereophonic microphones are employed. In other systems, a microphone may be placed in front of each participant (or pair of participants). In typical systems all the microphones are connected to a single codec that sends and receives the audio streams as either stereo or surround sound. The number of microphones and the number of audio channels are often not the same as the number of cameras. Also the number of microphones is often not the same as the number of loudspeakers.

The audio may be transmitted as multi-channel (stereo/surround sound) or as distinct and separate monophonic streams. Audio levels should be matched, so the sound levels at both sites are identical. Loudspeaker and microphone placements are chosen so that the sound "stage" (orientation of apparent audio sources) is coordinated with the video. That is, if a participant on one site speaks, the participants at the remote site perceive her voice as originating from her visual image. In order to accomplish this, the audio needs to be mapped at the received site in the same fashion as the video. That is, audio received from the right side of the room needs to be output from loudspeaker(s) on the left side at the remote site, and vice versa.

4.2. Point to point meeting: asymmetric

In this case, each site has a different number of screens and cameras than the other site. The important characteristic of this scenario is that the number of displays is different between the two sites. This creates challenges which are handled differently by different telepresence systems.

This use case builds on the basic scenario of 3 screens to 3 screens. Here, we use the common case of 3 screens and 3 cameras at one site,
and 1 screen and 1 camera at the other site, connected by a point to point call. The display sizes and camera fields of view at both sites are basically similar, such that each camera view is designed to show two people sitting side by side. Thus the 1 screen room has up to 2 people seated at the table, while the 3 screen room may have up to 6 people at the table.

The basic considerations of defining left and right and indicating relative placement of the multiple audio and video streams are the same as in the 3-3 use case. However, handling the mismatch between the two sites of the number of displays and cameras requires more complicated maneuvers.

For the video sent from the 1 camera room to the 3 screen room, usually what is done is to simply use 1 of the 3 displays and keep the second and third displays inactive, or put up the date, for example. This would maintain the "full size" image of the remote side.

For the other direction, the 3 camera room sending video to the 1 screen room, there are more complicated variations to consider. Here are several possible ways in which the video streams can be handled.

1. The 1 screen system might simply show only 1 of the 3 camera images, since the receiving side has only 1 screen. Two people are seen at full size, but 4 people are not seen at all. The choice of which 1 of the 3 streams to display could be fixed, or could be selected by the users. It could also be made automatically based on who is speaking in the 3 screen room, such that the people in the 1 screen room always see the person who is speaking. If the automatic selection is done at the sender, the transmission of streams that are not displayed could be suppressed, which would avoid wasting bandwidth.

2. The 1 screen system might be capable of receiving and decoding all 3 streams from all 3 cameras. The 1 screen system could then compose the 3 streams into 1 local image for display on the single screen. All six people would be seen, but smaller than full size. This could be done in conjunction with reducing the image resolution of the streams, such that encode/decode resources and bandwidth are not wasted on streams that will be downsized for display anyway.

3. The 3 screen system might be capable of including all 6 people in a single stream to send to the 1 screen system. For example, it could use PTZ (Pan Tilt Zoom) cameras to physically adjust the cameras such that 1 camera captures the whole room of six people. Or it could recompose the 3 camera images into 1 encoded stream.
4. Or, there could be a combination of these approaches, such as simultaneously showing the speaker in full size with a composite of all the 6 participants in smaller size.

The receiving telepresence system needs to have information about the content of the streams it receives to make any of these decisions. If the systems are capable of supporting more than one strategy, there needs to be some negotiation between the two sites to figure out which of the possible variations they will use in a specific point to point call.

4.3. Multipoint meeting

In a multipoint telepresence conference, there are more than two sites participating. Additional complexity is required to enable media streams from each participant to show up on the displays of the other participants.

Clearly, there are a great number of topologies that can be used to display the streams from multiple sites participating in a conference.

One major objective for telepresence is to be able to preserve the "Being there" user experience. However, in multi-site conferences it is often (in fact usually) not possible to simultaneously provide full size video, eye contact, common perception of gestures and gaze by all participants. Several policies can be used for stream distribution and display: all provide good results but they all make different compromises.

One common policy is called site switching. Let’s say the speaker is at site A and everyone else is at a "remote" site. When the room at site A shown, all the camera images from site A are forwarded to the remote sites. Therefore at each receiving remote site, all the screens display camera images from site A. This can be used to preserve full size image display, and also provide full visual context of the displayed far end, site A. In site switching, there is a fixed relation between the cameras in each room and the displays in remote rooms. The room or participants being shown is switched from time to time based on who is speaking or by manual control, e.g., from site A to site B.

Segment switching is another policy choice. Still using site A as where the speaker is, and "remote" to refer to all the other sites, in segment switching, rather than sending all the images from site A,
only the speaker at site A is shown. The camera images of the current speaker and previous speakers (if any) are forwarded to the other sites in the conference. Therefore the screens in each site are usually displaying images from different remote sites - the current speaker at site A and the previous ones. This strategy can be used to preserve full size image display, and also capture the non-verbal communication between the speakers. In segment switching, the display depends on the activity in the remote rooms - generally, but not necessarily based on audio / speech detection).

A third possibility is to reduce the image size so that multiple camera views can be composited onto one or more screens. This does not preserve full size image display, but provides the most visual context (since more sites or segments can be seen). Typically in this case the display mapping is static, i.e., each part of each room is shown in the same location on the display screens throughout the conference.

Other policies and combinations are also possible. For example, there can be a static display of all screens from all remote rooms, with part or all of one screen being used to show the current speaker at full size.

4.4. Presentation

In addition to the video and audio streams showing the participants, additional streams are used for presentations.

In systems available today, generally only one additional video stream is available for presentations. Often this presentation stream is half-duplex in nature, with presenters taking turns. The presentation video may be captured from a PC screen, or it may come from a multimedia source such as a document camera, camcorder or a DVD. In a multipoint meeting, the presentation streams for the currently active presentation are always distributed to all sites in the meeting, so that the presentations are viewed by all.

Some systems display the presentation video on a screen that is mounted either above or below the three participant screens. Other systems provide monitors on the conference table for observing presentations. If multiple presentation monitors are used, they generally display identical content. There is considerable variation in the placement, number, and size or presentation displays.

In some systems presentation audio is pre-mixed with the room audio. In others, a separate presentation audio stream is provided (if the presentation includes audio).
In H.323 systems, H.239 is typically used to control the video presentation stream. In SIP systems, similar control mechanisms can be provided with BFCP [RFC4582]. These mechanisms are suitable for managing a single presentation stream.

Although today’s systems remain limited to a single video presentation stream, there are obvious uses for multiple presentation streams.

1. Frequently the meeting convener is following a meeting agenda, and it is useful for her to be able to show that agenda to all participants during the meeting. Other participants at various remote sites are able to make presentations during the meeting, with the presenters taking turns. The presentations and the agenda are both shown, either on separate displays, or perhaps re-scaled and shown on a single display.

2. A single multimedia presentation can itself include multiple video streams that should be shown together. For instance, a presenter may be discussing the fairness of media coverage. In addition to slides which support the presenter’s conclusions, she also has video excerpts from various news programs which she shows to illustrate her findings. She uses a DVD player for the video excerpts so that she can pause and reposition the video as needed. Another example is an educator who is presenting a multi-screen slide show. This show requires that the placement of the images on the multiple displays at each site be consistent.

There are many other examples where multiple presentation streams are useful.

4.5. Multipoint Education Usage

The importance of this example is that the multiple video streams are not used to create an immersive conferencing experience with panoramic views at all the site. Instead the multiple streams are dynamically used to enable full participation of remote students in a university class. In some instances the same video stream is displayed on multiple displays in the room, in other instances an available stream is not displayed at all.

The main site is a university auditorium which is equipped with three cameras. One camera is focused on the professor at the podium. A second camera is mounted on the wall behind the professor and captures the class in its entirety. The third camera is co-located with the second, and is designed to capture a close up view of a questioner in the audience. It automatically zooms in on that
student using sound localization.

Although the auditorium is equipped with three cameras, it is only equipped with two screens. One is a large screen located at the front so that the class can see it. The other is located at the rear so the professor can see it. When someone asks a question, the front screen shows the questioner. Otherwise it shows the professor (ensuring everyone can easily see her).

The remote sites are typical immersive telepresence room with three camera/screen pairs.

All remote sites display the professor on the center screen at full size. A second screen shows the entire classroom view when the professor is speaking. However, when a student asks a question, the second screen shows the close up view of the student at full size. Sometimes the student is in the auditorium; sometimes the speaking student is at another remote site. The remote systems never display the students that are actually in that room.

If someone at the remote site asks a question, then the screen in the auditorium will show the remote student at full size (as if they were present in the auditorium itself). The display in the rear also shows this questioner, allowing the professor to see and respond to the student without needing to turn her back on the main class.

When no one is asking a question, the screen in the rear briefly shows a full-room view of each remote site in turn, allowing the professor to monitor the entire class (remote and local students). The professor can also use a control on the podium to see a particular site – she can choose either a full-room view or a single camera view.

Realization of this use case does not require any negotiation between the participating sites. Endpoint devices (and an MCU if present) – need to know who is speaking and what video stream includes the view of that speaker. The remote systems need some knowledge of which stream should be placed in the center. The ability of the professor to see specific sites (or for the system to show all the sites in turn) would also require the auditorium system to know what sites are available, and to be able to request a particular view of any site. Bandwidth is optimized if video that is not being shown at a particular site is not distributed to that site.

4.6. Other

Additional use cases will be added in the future.
Add a typical case with mixture of immersive telepresence and legacy systems, including telephony only.
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Abstract

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) has seen widespread deployment within individual domains, typically supporting voice and video communications. Though it was designed from the outset to support inter-domain federation over the public Internet, such federation has not materialized. The primary reasons for this are the complexities of inter-domain phone number routing and concerns over security. This document reviews this problem space, outlines requirements, and then describes a new model and technique for inter-domain federation with SIP, called Verification Involving PSTN Reachability (ViPR). ViPR addresses the problems that have prevented inter-domain federation over the Internet. It provides fully distributed inter-domain routing for phone numbers, authorized mappings from phone numbers to domains, a new technique for automated VoIP anti-spam, and privacy of number ownership, all while preserving the trapezoidal model of SIP.
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1. Introduction

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) was originally published as RFC 2543 [RFC2543] in May of 1999. This was followed by subsequent publication of RFC 3261 [RFC3261], which brought the protocol to sufficient maturity to enable large scale market adoption.

And indeed, it has seen large scale market adoption. SIP has seen hundreds of implementations, spanning consumer products, enterprise servers, and large scale carrier equipment. It carries billions and billions of minutes of calls, and has become the lingua franca of interconnection between products from different vendors. If one measures success in deployment, then clearly SIP is a success.

However, in other ways, it has failed. SIP was designed from the ground up to enable communications between users in different domains, all over the public Internet. The intention was that real-time communications should be no different than email or the web, with the same any-to-any connectivity that has fueled the successes of those technologies. Though SIP is used between domains, it is typically through private federation agreements. The any-to-any Internet federation model envisioned by SIP has not materialized at scale.

This document introduces a new technology, called Verification Involving PSTN Reachability (ViPR), that enables us to break down the barriers that have prevented inter-domain VoIP. By stepping back and changing some of the most fundamental assumptions about federation, ViPR is able to address the key problems preventing its deployment. ViPR focuses on incremental deployability over the unrealizable nirvana. At the same time, ViPR ensures that SIP’s trapezoidal model - direct federation between domains without any intermediate processing beyond IP transport - is realized. That model is required in order to allow innovative new services to be deployed.

2. Problem Statement

The first question that must be asked is this - why haven’t we seen widespread adoption of inter-domain SIP federation?

There are many reasons for it. They are - in order of importance - the phone number routing problem, the open pinhole problem, the quality of service problem, and the troubleshooting problem. The two former ones are the most significant.
2.1. The Phone Number Routing Problem

Inter-domain federation requires that the sending domain determine the address of the receiving domain, in the form of a DNS name (example.com) or one or more IP addresses that can be used to reach the domain. In email and in the web, this is easy. The identifiers used by those services - the email address and web URL respectively - embed the address of the receiving domain. A simple DNS lookup is all that is required to route the connection. SIP was designed to use the same email-style identifiers.

However, most SIP deployments utilize phone numbers, and not email-style SIP URI. This is due to the huge installed base of users that continue to exist solely on the public switched telephone network (PSTN). In order to be reached by users on the PSTN, and in order to reach them, users in SIP deployments need to be assigned a regular PSTN number. Users in SIP deployments need to place that PSTN number on business cards, use it in their email signatures, and in general, give it out to their friends and colleagues, in order to be reached. While those users could additionally have an email style SIP URI, the PSTN number serves as a single, global identifier that works for receiving calls from users on the PSTN as well as users within the same SIP domain. Why have two identifiers when one will suffice? The universality of PSTN numbers is the reason why most SIP deployments continue to use them - often exclusively.

Another reason is that many SIP deployments utilize hardphones or telephony adaptors, and the user interfaces on these devices - patterned after existing phones - only allow phone-number based dialing. Consequently, these users are only allocated PSTN numbers, and not email-style SIP URI.

Finally, a large number of SIP deployments are in domains where the endpoints are not IP. Rather, they are circuit based devices, connected to a SIP network through a gateway. SIP is used within the core of the network, providing lower cost transit, or providing add-on services. Clearly, in these deployments, only phone numbers are used.

Consequently, to make inter-domain federation incrementally deployable and widely applicable, it needs to work with PSTN numbers rather than email-style SIP URI. Telephone numbers, unlike email addresses, do not provide any indication of the address of the domain which "owns" the phone number. Indeed, the notion of phone number ownership is somewhat cloudy. Numbers can be ported between carriers. They can be assigned to a user or enterprise, and then later re-assigned to someone else. Numbers are granted to users and enterprises through a complex delegation process involving the ITU,
governments, and telecommunications carriers, often involving local regulations that vary from country to country.

Therefore, in order to deploy inter-domain federation, domains are required to utilize some kind of mechanism to map phone numbers to the address of the domain to which calls should be routed. Though several techniques have been developed to address this issue, none have achieved large-scale Internet deployments.

2.2. The Open Pinhole Problem

The inter-domain federation mechanism built into SIP borrows heavily from email. Each domain runs a SIP server on an open port. When one domain wishes to contact another, it looks up the domain name in the DNS, and connects to the that server on the open port. Here, "open" means that the server is reachable from anywhere on the public Internet, and is not blocked by firewalls.

This simple design worked well in the early days of email. However, the email system has now become plagued with spam, to the point of becoming useless. Administrators of SIP domains fear - rightfully so - that if they make a SIP server available for anyone on the Internet to contact, it will open the floodgates for VoIP spam, which is far more disruptive than email-based spam [RFC5039]. Administrators also worry - rightfully so - that an open server will create a back-door for denial-of-service and other attacks that can potentially disrupt their voice service. Administrators are simply not willing to take that risk; rightly or wrongly, voice deployments demand higher uptimes and better levels of reliability than email, especially for enterprises.

Fears around spam and denial-of-service attacks, when put together, form the "open pinhole problem" - that domains are not willing to enable SIP on an open port facing the Internet.

To fix this, a new model for federation is needed - a model where these problems are addressed as part of the fundamental design, and not as an after-thought.

2.3. Quality of Service Problem

The Internet does not provide any QoS guarantees. All traffic is best effort. This is not an issue for data transaction services, like web and email. It is, however, a concern when using real-time services, such as voice and video.

That said, there are a large number of existing VoIP deployments that run over the Internet. Though the lack of QoS is a concern, it has
not proven a barrier to deployment. We believe that, if the more
fundamental issues - the phone number routing and open pinhole
problems - can be addressed, the QoS problem will sort itself out.
As such, we do not discuss this issue further here.

2.4. Troubleshooting Problem

The final problem that is stopping large scale inter-domain
federation is the troubleshooting problem. When connecting calls
between domains, problems will happen. Calls will get blocked.
Calls will get misdelivered. Features won’t work. There will be
one-way media or no media at all. The video won’t start. Call
quality will be poor.

These problems are common in VoIP deployments, and they are tough to
troubleshoot even within a single administrative domain. When real-
time services extend inter-domain, the problem becomes worse. A new
angle is introduced: the first step is identifying who is at fault.

Fortunately, work is underway to improve the ability for network
administrators to diagnose VoIP problems. Common log formats
[CLF-SYNTAX] and consistent session IDs [SESSION-ID], for example,
can help troubleshoot interdomain calls.

In addition to these, any new technology that facilitates inter-
domain federation needs to have troubleshooting built-in, so that it
is not a barrier to deployment.

3. Summary of Existing Solutions

Given the value that inter-domain SIP federation brings, it is no
surprise that many attempts have been made at solving it. Indeed,
these have all been deployed to varying degrees. However, all of
them have fundamental limitations that have inhibited widespread
deployment.

3.1. Domain Routing

The first solution that has been proposed for SIP inter-domain
federation is built into SIP itself - domain routing. In this
technique, users utilize email-style SIP URI as identifiers. By
utilizing the DNS lookup mechanism defined in [RFC3263], SIP enables
calls to be routed between domains in much the same way email is
routed between domains.

This technique works well in theory, but it has two limitations which
have limited its deployment:
1. The majority of SIP deployments utilize phone numbers, often exclusively. In such a case, domain routing cannot be used.

2. Domain federation brings with it the possibility (and strong likelihood) of the same levels of spam and DoS attacks that have plagued the email system.

These issues have already been discussed above.

3.2. Public ENUM

Public ENUM, defined in [RFC3761], tries to address the phone number routing problem by cleverly placing phone numbers into the public DNS. Clients can then perform a simple DNS lookup on a phone number, and retrieve a SIP URI which can be used to route to that phone number.

Unfortunately, public ENUM requires that the entries placed into the DNS be populated following a chain of responsibility that mirrors the ownership of the numbers themselves. This means that, in order for a number to be placed into the DNS, authorization to do so must start with the ITU, and from there, move to the country, telecom regulator, and ultimately the end user. The number of layers of bureaucracy required to accomplish this is non-trivial. In addition, the telecom operators - which would be partly responsible for populating the numbers into the DNS - have little incentive to do so. As a consequence, public ENUM is largely empty, and is likely to remain so for the foreseeable future.

Instead, ENUM has morphed into a technique for federation amongst closed peering partners, called private ENUM or infrastructure ENUM [RFC5067]. While there is value in this technology, it does not enable the open federation that public ENUM was designed to solve.

It is clear from the legacy of ENUM deployments, that any kind of phone number routing solution should not rely on government or telecom processes for population of the databases.

3.3. Private Federations

Private federations are a cooperative formed amongst a small number of participating domains. The cooperative agrees to use a common technique for federation, and through it, is able to connect to each other. There are many such federations in use today.

Some of these federations rely on a central database, typically run by the federation provider, that can be queried by participating domains. The database contains mappings from phone numbers to domains, and is populated by each of the participating domains, often
manually. Each domain implements an agreed-upon query interface that can be used to access the database when a number is called. Sometimes ENUM is used for this interface (called private ENUM), other times, a SIP redirection is used. Some federations also utilize private IP networks in order to address QoS problems. "SIP trunking" - a service being offered by many telecom operators as a SIP-based PRI replacement - is a form of private federation.

Private federations work, but they have one major limitation: scale. As the number of participating domains grows, several problems arise. Firstly, the size of the databases become unruly. Secondly, the correctness of the database becomes an issue, since the odds of misconfigured numbers (either intentionally or accidentally) increases. As the membership grows further, the odds increase that "bad" domains will be let in, introducing a source of spam and further problems. The owner of the federation can - and often does - assume responsibility for this, and can attempt to identify and shut down misbehaving participants. Indeed, as the size of the federations grow, the owner of the federation needs to spend increasing levels of capital on maintaining it. This, in turn, requires them to charge money for membership, and this can be a barrier to entry.

4. Key Requirements

From the discussion on the problems of inter-domain federation and the solutions that have been attempted so far, several key requirements emerge:

REQ-1: The solution should allow for federation between any number of domains.
REQ-2: The solution must enable users in one domain to identify users in another domain through the use of their existing E.164 based phone numbers.
REQ-3: The solution must work with deployments that utilize any kind of endpoint, including non-IP phones connected through gateways, IP softphones and hardphones.
REQ-4: The solution should not require any change in user behavior. The devices and techniques that users have been using previously to make inter-domain calls should continue to work, but now result in inter-domain IP federation.
REQ-5: The solution should work worldwide, for any domain anywhere.
REQ-6: The solution should not require any new services from any kind of centralized provider. A domain should be able, of its own free-will and accord, to deploy equipment and connect to the federation.
REQ-7: The solution should not require any prior arrangement between domains in order to facilitate federation between those domains. Federation must occur opportunistically — connections established when they can be.

REQ-8: The solution must work for domains of any size — starting at a single phone to the largest telecom operator with tens of millions of numbers.

REQ-9: The solution must have built-in mechanisms for preventing spam and DoS attacks. This mechanism must be fully automated.

REQ-10: The solution must not require any processing whatsoever by SIP or RTP intermediaries. It must be possible for a direct SIP connection to be established between participating domains.

These requirements, when put together, appear to be mutually unsolvable. And indeed, they have been — until now.

5. Executive Overview

Verification Involving PSTN Reachability (ViPR) is a new technology that is aimed at solving the problems that have prevented large-scale Internet-based SIP federation of voice and video. ViPR solves these problems by creating a hybrid of three technologies — the PSTN itself, a Peer to Peer (P2P) network, and SIP. By combining all three, ViPR enables an incrementally deployable solution to federation.

5.1. Key Properties

ViPR has several important properties that enable it to solve the federation problem:

Works With Numbers: ViPR enables federation for existing PSTN numbers. It does not require users or administrators to know or configure email-style identifiers. It does not require the allocation of new numbers. It does not require a change in user behaviors. Whatever way users were dialing numbers yesterday, works with ViPR tomorrow.

Works with Existing Endpoints: ViPR does not require any changes to endpoints. Consequently, it works with existing SIP endpoints, or with non-IP endpoints connected through gateways.

Fully Distributed: ViPR does not require any kind of central authority or provider. A domain wishing to utilize ViPR just deploys it on their own. ViPR utilizes the existing PSTN and existing Internet connectivity the domain already has, and by combining them, achieves inter-domain federation. Domains do not need to wait for their service providers to roll out any kind of new features, databases, or functionality.
Verified Mappings: The biggest issue in mapping from a phone number to a domain or IP address, is determining whether the mapping is correct. Does that domain really own the given phone number? While solutions like ENUM have solved this problem by relying on centralized delegations of authorization, ViPR provides a secure mapping in a fully distributed way. ViPR guarantees that phone calls cannot be misrouted or numbers stolen.

Worldwide: ViPR works worldwide. Any domain that is connected to both the PSTN and the Internet can participate. It doesn’t matter whether the domain is in Africa, the Americas, or Australia. Since ViPR does not depend on availability of any regional services beyond IP and PSTN access – both of which are already available globally – ViPR itself is globally available.

Unlimited Scale: ViPR has nearly infinite scale. Any number of domains can participate.

Self-Scale: ViPR self-scales. This means that the amount of computation, memory, and bandwidth that a domain must deploy scales in direct proportion to the size of their own user base.

Self-Learning: ViPR is completely automated. A domain never, ever has to configure any information about another domain. It never has to provision IP addresses, domain names, certificates, phone number prefixes or routing rules. Without any prior coordination, ViPR enables one domain to connect to a different domain.

Automated Anti-Spam: ViPR comes with a built-in mechanism for preventing VoIP spam. This mechanism is new, and specific to VoIP. In this way, it is fundamentally different from existing VoIP anti-spam techniques which borrow from email [RFC5039]. This new technique is fully automated, and requires no configuration by administrators and no participation from end users. Though it is not a 100% solution to the problem, it brings substantial economic and legal ammunition to the table to act as a good deterrent for a long while.

Feature Velocity: ViPR enables direct SIP connections between two domains seeking to federate. There are no SIP intermediaries of any sort between the two. This means that domains have no dependencies on intermediaries for deployment of new features.

Designed for the Modern Internet: ViPR is built to run on the modern Internet. It assumes the worst from everyone. It assumes limited connectivity. It assumes network failures. It assumes there are attackers seeking to eavesdrop calls. Security is built-in and cannot be disabled.

Reliable: ViPR is reliable. Through its hybridization of the PSTN and the Internet, it makes sure that calls always go through. Indeed, to route a call between domains A and B, ViPR never depends on a server or service anywhere outside of domains A and B (besides vanilla PSTN and IP access) being operational.

At first glance, these properties seem impossible to realize. And
indeed, given the assumptions that have traditionally been made about how federation has to work, these properties are impossible to realize. It is only by stepping back, and rethinking these fundamental assumptions, that a solution can be found.

5.2. Challenging Past Assumptions

Two unstated assumptions of SIP federation are challenged by ViPR.

The first assumption that federation solutions have made is this:
   The purpose of SIP federation is to eliminate the PSTN, and consequently, we cannot assume the PSTN itself as part of the solution.

Though unstated, this assumption has clearly been part of the design of existing solutions. SIP federation based on email-style URIs, as defined in RFC 3261, doesn’t utilize or make mention of the PSTN. Solutions like ENUM, or private registries, do not utilize or make mention of the PSTN. In one sense, it’s obvious that they shouldn’t - after all, the purpose is to replace the PSTN. However, such an approach ignores an incremental solution - a solution which utilizes the PSTN itself to solve the hard problems in SIP federation.

After all, the PSTN has accomplished a great deal. It reaches worldwide. It provides a global numbering translation service that maps phone numbers to circuits. It is highly reliable, and provides QoS. It has been built up over decades to achieve these goals. This begs the question - can we build upon the capabilities already provided by the PSTN, and use them to solve the problems that plague SIP federation?

Indeed, the answer is yes once another assumption is challenged. This second assumption is:
   A federation solution must be the same as the final target federation architecture, and not just a step towards it.

Though unstated, this assumption has also been true. SIP’s email-style federation was a pure ‘target architecture’ - the place we want to get to. ENUM was the same - a worldwide global DNS database with everyone’s phone numbers - an unrealizable nirvana of open connectivity.

Historically, technologies are more successful when they are incrementally deployable. Indeed, in many cases, the target architecture is unrealizable because there is no obvious way to get there. As such, the focus needs to be on the next incremental step that we can take, and that step in turn creates the technological and market pressures that will drive the next step. In the end, the target may not be the perfect nirvana we all imagined, but we’ve at least arrived.
As such, ViPR is very much focused on incremental deployability. It is not the end of the federation story, it is the beginning. It discards the nirvana of perfect IP federation for a solution that federates most, but not all calls, by relying on the PSTN to fill in the gaps. ViPR’s philosophy is not to let the perfect be the enemy of the good.

5.3. Technical Overview

A high level view of the architecture is shown in Figure 1. The figure shows four different domains, a.com, b.com, c.com and d.com, federating using ViPR technology. Each domain is connected to both the public Internet and to the traditional PSTN.
For purposes of explanation, it is easiest to think of each domain as having a single call agent which participates in the federation solution. In actuality, the functionality is decomposed into several sub-components, and this is discussed in more detail below. The call agent is connected to one or more phones in the domain, and is responsible for routing calls, handling features, and processing call state. The call agent is stateful, and is aware of when calls start and stop.
Assume that all four domains have a ‘fresh’ installation of ViPR, and that domain b.com ‘owns’ +1 408 555 5..., a block of 1000 numbers allocated by its PSTN provider.

The ViPR mechanism can be broken into four basic steps: storage of phone numbers, PSTN first call, validation and caching, and SIP call.

5.3.1. Storage of Phone Numbers

The first step is that the call agents form a single, worldwide P2P network, using RELOAD [P2PSIP-BASE] with the Chord algorithm. This P2P network forms a distributed hash table (DHT) running amongst all participating domains. A distributed hash table is like a simple database, allowing storage of key-value pairs, and lookup of objects by key. Unlike a normal hash table, which resides in the memory of a single computer, a distributed hash table is spread across all of the servers which make up the P2P network. In this case, it is spread across all of the domains participating in the ViPR federation.

The neat trick solved by Chord (and by other DHT algorithms), is an answer to the following: given that the desired operation is to read or write an object with key K, which node in the DHT is the box that currently stores the object with that key? Chord provides a clever algorithm which routes read and write operations through nodes in the DHT until they eventually arrive at the right place. With Chord, this will take no more than log2N hops, where N is the number of nodes in the DHT. Consequently, for a DHT with 1024 nodes, 10 hops are required in the worst case. For 2048, 11 hops. And so on. The logarithmic factor allows DHTs to achieve incredible scale and to provide enormous storage summed across all of the nodes that make up the DHT.

This logarithmic hopping behavior also means that each node in the DHT does not need to establish a TCP/TLS connection to every other node. Rather, connections are established to a smaller subset - just log(N) of the nodes.

In DHTs, each participating entity is identified by a Node-ID. The Node-ID is a 128 bit number, assigned randomly to each entity. They have no inherent semantic meaning; they are not like domain names or IP addresses.

In the case of ViPR, each call agent is identified by one or more Node-IDs. For purposes of discussion, consider the case where the call agent has just one. Each participating domain, including b.com in our example, uses the DHT to store a mapping from each phone number that it owns, to its own Node-ID. In the case of b.com, it would store 1000 entries into the DHT, each one being a mapping from
one of its phone numbers, to its own Node-ID. Furthermore, when the mappings are stored, the mapping is actually from the SHA-1 hash of the phone number, to the Node-ID of the call agent which claims ownership of that number.

Pretending that the Node-ID of the call agent in domain b.com is 0x1234 (a shorter 16 bit value to simplify discussion), the entries stored into the DHT by b.com would be:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHA1(+14085555000)</td>
<td>0x1234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA1(+14085555001)</td>
<td>0x1234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA1(+14085555002)</td>
<td>0x1234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA1(+14085555999)</td>
<td>0x1234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: DHT Contents

It is important to note that the DHT does not contain phone numbers (it contains hashes of them), nor does it contain IP addresses or domain names. Instead, it is a mapping from the hash of a phone number (in E.164 format) to a Node-ID.

b.com will store this mapping when it starts up, or when a new number is provisioned. The information is refreshed periodically by b.com. The actual server on which these mappings are stored depends on the Chord algorithm. Typically, the entries will be uniformly distributed amongst all of the call agents participating in the network.

5.3.2. PSTN First Call

At some point, a user (Alice) in a.com makes a call to +1 408 555 5432, which is her colleague Bob. Even though both sides have ViPR, the call takes place over the plain old PSTN. Alice talks to Bob for a bit, and they hang up.

At a random point of time after the call has completed, the call agent in a.com "wakes up" and says to itself, "that’s interesting, someone in my domain called +1 408 555 5432, and it went over the PSTN. I wonder if that number is reachable over IP instead?". To make this determination, it hashes the called phone number, and looks it up in the DHT. It is important to note that this lookup is not at the time of an actual phone call - this lookup process happens outside of any phone call, and is a background process.
The query for +1 408 555 5432 will traverse the DHT, and eventually arrive at the node that is responsible for storing the mapping for that number. Typically, that node will not be b.com, but rather one of the other nodes in the network (for example. c.com). In many cases, the called number will not find a matching mapping in the DHT. This happens when the number that was dialed is not owned by a domain participating in ViPR. When that happens, a.com takes no further action. Next time there is another call to the same number, it will repeat the process and check once more whether the dialed number is in the DHT.

In this case, there is a match in the DHT, and a.com learns the Node-ID of b.com. It then proceeds to the validation step. It is also possible that there are multiple matches in the DHT. This can happen if another domain - d.com for example - also claims ownership of that number. When there are multiple matching results, a.com learns all of them, and performs the validation step with each.

5.3.3. Validation and Caching

Why not just store the domain in the DHT, instead of the Node-ID? In that case, once a.com performed the lookup, it would immediately learn that the number maps to b.com, and could then make a direct SIP call next time.

The main reason this doesn’t work is security. The information in the DHT is completely untrusted. There is nothing so far that enables a.com to know that b.com does, in fact, own the phone number in question. Indeed, if multiple domains make a claim on the number, it has no way to know which one (if any) actually owns it.

To address this critical problem, ViPR utilizes a technique called phone number validation. Phone number validation is the key concept in ViPR. The essential idea is that a.com will connect to the b.com server, by asking the DHT to form a connection to b.com’s Node-ID. Once connected, a.com demands proof of ownership of the phone number. This proof comes in the form of demonstrated knowledge of the previous PSTN call. When a call was placed from a.com to +1 408 555 5432, the details of that call - including its caller ID, start time, and stop time, create a form of shared secret - information that is only known to entities that participated in the call. Thus, to obtain proof that b.com really owns the number in question, a.com will demand a knowledge proof - that b.com is aware of the details of the call. The only way that b.com could know these details is if it had received the call, and the only way it could have received the call is if it owned the phone number.

There are a great many details required for this validation protocol.
to be secured. It needs to handle the fact that call start and stop
times won’t exactly match on both sides. It needs to deal with the
fact that many calls start on the top of the hour. It needs to deal
with the fact that caller ID is not often delivered, and when it is
delivered, is not reliable. It needs to deal with the fact that
a.com may in fact be the attacker, trying to use the validation
protocol to extract the shared secret from b.com. All of this is, in
fact, handled by the protocol. The protocol is based on the Secure
Remote Password for TLS Authentication (SRP-TLS) [RFC5054], and is
described more fully in [VIPR-PVP].

At the end of the validation process, both a.com and b.com have been
able to ascertain that the other side did in fact participate in the
previous PSTN call. At that point, a.com sends its domain name to
b.com (this is described in more detail below), and b.com sends to
a.com - all over a secured channel - a SIP URL to use for routing
calls to this number, and a ticket. The ticket is a cryptographic
object, opaque to a.com, but used by b.com to allow incoming SIP
calls. It is similar in concept to kerberos tickets - it is a grant
of access. In this case, it is a grant of access for a.com to call
+1 408 555 5432, and only +1 408 555 5432.

The a.com call agent receives the SIP URI and ticket, and stores both
of them in an internal cache. This cache builds up slowly over time,
containing the phone number, SIP URI, and ticket, for those numbers
which are called by a.com and validated using ViPR. Because the
cache entries are only built for numbers which have actually been
called by users in the enterprise, the size of the cache self-scales.
A call agent supporting only ten users will build up a cache
proportional to the volume of numbers called by ten people, whereas a
call agent supporting ten thousand users will build up a cache which
is typically a thousand times larger.

5.3.4. SIP Call

At some point in the future, another call is made to +1 408 555 5432.
The caller could be Alice, or it could be any other user attached to
the same call agent. This time, the call agent notes that it has a
cached route for the number in question, along with a SIP URI that
can be used to reach that route. It also has a ticket.

The a.com call agent attempts to contact the SIP URI by establishing
a TCP/TLS connection to the SIP URI it learned. If this connection
cannot be made, it proceeds with the call over the PSTN. This
ensures that, in the event of an Internet failure or server failure,
the call can still proceed. Assuming the connection is established,
the a.com call agent sends a traditional SIP INVITE to the
terminating call agent, over this newly formed secure connection.
The SIP call setup request also contains the ticket, placed into a new SIP header in the message.

When this call setup request arrives at the b.com call agent, it extracts the ticket from the new SIP header. This ticket is an object, opaque to a.com, that was previously generated by the b.com call agent. Figure 3 illustrates how this ticket is generated and used.

Figure 3: Ticket Validation Step 1
Towards the end of the validation process, domains a.com and b.com had determined that each was, in fact in possession of the shared secret information about the prior PSTN call. However, neither side has any information about the domain names of the other side. The originating domain – a.com – tells b.com that its domain name is a.com. It offers no proof of this assertion at this time.

Next, the b.com domain generates the ticket. The ticket has three fundamental parts to it:

1. The phone number that was just validated – in this case, +1 408 555 5432.
2. The domain name that the originating side claims it has – a.com in this case.
3. A signature generated by b.com, using a key known to itself only, over the other two pieces of information.

This ticket is then sent back to a.com at the end of the validation process, as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4: Ticket Validation Step 2

When a.com generates a SIP INVITE, it will contain this ticket. The INVITE arrives at the b.com call agent over the mutually authenticated TLS connection established between the domains.

The b.com call agent looks for the SIP header field in the INVITE that contains the ticket. First, it verifies the signature over the ticket. Remember that the b.com agent is the one that generated the ticket in the first place; as such, it is in possession of the key
required to validate the signature. Once validated, it performs two checks:

1. It compares the phone number in the call setup request (the Request URI) against the phone number stored in the ticket.
2. It compares the domain name of the calling domain, learned from the certificates in the mutual TLS exchange, against the domain name stored in the ticket.

If both match, the b.com call agent knows that the calling party is in fact the domain they claimed previously, and that they had in fact gone through the validation process successfully for the number in question. A consequence of this is that the following property is maintained:

A domain can only call a specific number over SIP, if it had previously called that exact same number over the PSTN.

This property is key in fighting spam and denial-of-service attacks. Because calling numbers on the PSTN costs money - especially international calls - ViPR creates a financial disincentive for spammers. For a spammer to ring every phone in a domain with a SIP call, it must have previously called every number in the domain with a PSTN call, and had a successfully completed call to each and every one of them. Of course, once that PSTN call had been placed, the spammer would have already achieved their goals, and at cost. The additional VoIP call is not so exciting.

This property also means that, in order for an attacker to spam call numbers on VoIP, it must have already spam-called those same numbers on the PSTN. This means that the attacker would clearly be subject to regulations and laws governing usage of the PSTN for calling. As an example, a spammer in the United States would have already violated U.S. do-not-call rules by initiating the spam calls to the PSTN numbers.

It is important to note that ViPR does not completely address the spam problem. A large spamming clearing house organization could actually incur the costs of launching the PSTN calls to numbers, and then, in turn, act as a conduit allowing other spammers to launch their calls to those numbers for a fee. The clearinghouse would actually need to transit the signaling traffic (or, divulge the private keys to their domain name), which would incur some cost. As such, while this is not an impossible situation, the barrier is set reasonably high to start with - high enough that it is likely to deter spammers until it becomes a highly attractive target, at which point other mechanisms can be brought to bear. This is, again, an example of the incremental deployability philosophy that ViPR takes -
let not the perfect be the enemy of the good.

6. Architecture Components and Functions

The architecture in Figure 1 is overly simplistic. ViPR allows the functionality embedded within the call agent can be split up into three components, as shown in Figure 5:

Within each domain, there are three components that are ViPR-aware. These are the ViPR server, the call agent (CA), and the border element (BE). Outside of the domain, there is a P2P network and an enrollment server. A domain will typically have firewalls – an Internet firewall and an intranet firewall.

The sections which follow describe the roles and responsibilities of
each component in more detail.

6.1. ViPR Server

The ViPR server is the heart of the system. It performs several key functions:

1. It implements the P2P protocol, acting as one or more nodes in the DHT. By placing this function separate from the call agent, it allows the call agent to be isolated from the traffic and security concerns that are often associated with a P2P network.
2. It implements the validation mechanism. It is informed of call events by the call agent, and sometime after the call, looks up the number in the DHT, and if found, attempts to connect to the node claiming ownership of the number, and then validates it.
3. It pushes newly learned routes to the call agent once validation has occurred. The ViPR server does not hold the call routes; this eliminates the need for an off-box query to perform call routing logic.
4. It stores numbers into the DHT. The call agent informs the ViPR servers of numbers to be published, and the ViPR server places them into the P2P network. Refreshing the stored numbers (by asking the ViPR server to restore them) is the responsibility of the call agent.
5. It implements a distributed quota enforcement algorithm, ensuring that malicious ViPR servers cannot store excessive data into the network.
6. It implements a policing function, pacing its store and fetch requests into the DHT to ensure that the network is not overwhelmed.

In order to join the P2P network and be able to receive incoming validation requests, the ViPR server must have open access to the public Internet. For this reason, it is typically placed into the DMZ. The Internet firewall will require two pinholes to be opened towards the ViPR server: one for the P2P protocol, and one for the validation protocol.

It is important to understand that the ViPR server does not perform any call processing. It does not process SIP or RTP traffic. It is a non-real-time server that performs validation processing in the background, outside of actual call attempts.

The ViPR server needs to connect with the call agent. This is done through the ViPR Access Protocol (VAP). VAP is described in more detail below.
6.2. Call Agent

The call agent is a box within the domain which performs call processing on behalf of one or more phones within the domain. ViPR can work with a wide variety of call agents, as long as they meet some specific criteria:

- The call agent must be know of the start time, stop time, caller ID, and called numbers of calls placed from phones towards the PSTN.
- The call agent must be capable of making routing decisions for outbound calls from phones that would otherwise go to the PSTN, directing them towards the PSTN or towards other domains (based on ViPR routing rules).

Based on this definition, many different types of products typically found within a domain could act as the call agent. An IP PBX or TDM PBX with a SIP interface can be the call agent. A Session Border Controller (SBC) that connects calls from a PBX to the PSTN, can act as the call agent. An IMS application server can act as the call agent. A PSTN gateway, used for all calls egressing a domain from a set of phones, can act as a call agent.

A SIP proxy can act as a call agent; as long as it is capable of stashing the relevant call information into Record-Route headers for usage at the end of the call, it can even operate without retaining call state.

A single phone can also act as the call agent, representing itself and its own phone number.

In ViPR, the call agent performs several key functions specific to ViPR:

- It informs the ViPR server of the phone numbers to be stored in the DHT for its domain.
- It refreshes those numbers in the DHT, redoing the storage operation periodically.
- At the end of a call, the call agent sends a ViPR Call Record (VCR) to the ViPR server, containing the start time, stop time, caller ID and called party number.
- It learns validated routes from the ViPR server. These routes consist of a phone number, a SIP URI to utilize when contacting that phone number, and a corresponding ticket. The call agent is responsible for storing those routes.
- When a call is to be made towards a PSTN number, the call agent is responsible for checking whether there is a route for that number, learned via a prior notification from the ViPR server. If so, it
is responsible for sending the INVITE towards the learned SIP URI, and for including the ticket in the X-Cisco-ViPR-Ticket header field.

Those functions which require communications with the ViPR server are done by implementing VAP. VAP is a client-server protocol, with the call agent acting as the client, and the ViPR server acting as the server. For this reason, the call agent is sometimes called the VAP client or ViPR client.

6.3. Border Element

The border element is responsible for the SIP layer perimeter security functions. In particular:

- The border element ensures that all egress SIP traffic is carried over TLS. Border elements must reject any incoming SIP requests which are not over TLS. SIP over TLS is mandatory-to-use in ViPR, and it must be performed using mutual TLS.
- The border element ensures that all egress RTP traffic is actually carried using SRTP. If the traffic originated by the UA in the domain is inherently SRTP, the criteria is met. However, many domains do not utilize SRTP internally, and if it is not used internally, the border element must convert to SRTP. Similarly, the border element is responsible for rejecting any incoming SIP calls that are not set up with SRTP. SRTP is mandatory in ViPR.
- The border element ensures that ingress and egress SIP traffic is ‘fixed up’ so that it can pass through the Internet firewall successfully. Typically, this is done using a traditional SBC/ALG function.
- The border element inspects all incoming SIP INVITEs, and performs ticket verification. In this process, it looks for the X-Cisco-ViPR-Ticket header field in the INVITE. If not present, it discards the request. If present, it verifies the signature, and then compares the called number and remote TLS domain against the contents of the ticket. If they do not match, the border element discards the INVITE.

The border element can perform other, non-ViPR tasks, as is common for border elements. These include header inspection and validation, anti-virus checks on embedded content, SIP state machine conformance, policy checks on various services, and so on.

The role of the border element can be fulfilled by any number of products typically found within domains. These include Session Border Controllers and firewalls. Indeed, the border element function can be embedded directly in the Internet firewall.

The border element is connected to the call agent via SIP, and to the
user agent (UA) via RTP. The border element has no direct connection to the ViPR server. However, in order for ticket processing to work in this model, the ViPR server and border element must share a secret that is used to create the tickets. This is discussed in more detail below.

6.4. Enrollment Server

P2P protocols - including RELOAD - require the usage of an enrollment server in order to obtain the certificates that are used to secure the network. ViPR uses, and indeed requires, that all RELOAD traffic be over TCP/TLS with mutual authentication. The certificates used are obtained through an enrollment process. The details on how P2P enrollment are done are beyond the scope of this document.

6.5. P2P Network

The collection of ViPR servers form a single, worldwide, P2P network utilizing RELOAD and the Chord algorithm.

It is very important to understand that the DHT is never accessed in real-time. It is not queried at call setup time. This is because the DHT is slow, involving many hops. Queries could take seconds. Furthermore, we don’t want to rely on proper operation of the DHT to actually make calls.

7. Protocols

The overall ViPR solution utilizes several protocols, each performing a different function.

7.1. P2P: RELOAD

ViPR utilizes the RELOAD protocol [P2PSIP-BASE] to run amongst each of the ViPR servers. Each ViPR server acts as one or more nodes in the DHT. The number of nodes that the ViPR server implements directly determines the quota allocated to that ViPR server, and in turn, the amount of work it must perform storing data.

ViPR, however, does not implement the SIP usage that has been defined for RELOAD [P2PSIP-SIP]. That is because the DHT is not used as a traditional distributed registrar. Instead, it implements a new usage - the ViPR usage - which stores phone numbers. It also utilizes the DHT for storage of certificates, using a certificate usage.
7.1.1. ViPR Usage

The ViPR usage is described in detail in [VIPR-RELOAD-USAGE]. This section provides a brief overview.

The ViPR usage makes use of the dictionary type. Each resource-ID is a key, computed by taking the SHA1 hash of an E.164 formatted phone number. The value stored at this resource-ID is a dictionary. The dictionary entries are the set of virtual ViPR servers which claim ownership of those numbers.

Since a ViPR server might support a multiplicity of call agents from different domains, it is necessary to logically segment a ViPR server so that - from a security perspective - it operates logically like different virtual ViPR servers, one for each call agent. Each virtual instance of a ViPR server is called a VService. Thus, the entries in the dictionary are key value pairs whose key is the concatenation of the Node-ID and an identifier for the VService within that node. The value at each key is the Node-ID to contact for validation.

When a node in the DHT receives a Store request, and it is the responsible node for the resource-ID, it will verify that the Node-ID in both the key and value of the dictionary entry match the Node-ID in the certificate it presents. This ensures that one ViPR server can never overwrite data from another ViPR server.

The ViPR usage also specifies a quota mechanism. Unlike the SIP usage, where there are very specific rules about what resource-IDs a node may store into the DHT, with ViPR, there is no way to restrict what resource-IDs may be stored by a ViPR server. This is because, in ViPR, the resource-IDs are derived from phone numbers, and at the time of storage, there is no way to know whether the node performing the store actually owns this phone number. Consequently, a responsible node will accept stores from any node for any resource-ID. However, to limit malicious users from consuming all of the resources of the DHT, the ViPR usage imposes a quota on storage. Each node performing a store is allocated a fixed quota on the number of records it can place into the DHT. A probabilistic enforcement model is utilized at each responsible node based on the fraction of the hashspace owned by that responsible node. Roughly speaking, if the system quota is 10,000 phone numbers per Node-ID, if a responsible node owns 10% of the DHT, it will accept an average of 1000 phone numbers from any one single Node-ID.
7.1.2. Certificate Usage

Further details pending.

7.2. ViPR Access Protocol (VAP)

The ViPR Access Protocol (VAP) is documented in [VIPR-VAP].

VAP is a client-server protocol that runs between the call agent and the ViPR server. VAP is a simple, binary based, request/response protocol. It utilizes the same syntactic structure and transaction state machinery as STUN [RFC5389], but otherwise is totally distinct from it. VAP clients initiate TCP/TLS connections towards the ViPR server. The ViPR server never opens connections towards the call agent. This allows the ViPR servers to run on the public side of NATs and firewalls.

Once the connections are established, the call agent sends a Register message to the ViPR server. This register message primarily provides authentication and connects the client to the ViPR server. VAP provides several messages for different purposes:

- **Publish**: The Publish message informs the ViPR server of service information. There are two types of Publishes supported in ViPR. The first is the ViPR Service (VService). This informs the ViPR server of the SIP URIs on the call agent and black and white lists used by the ViPR server to block validations. The ViPR server stores that information locally and uses it during the validation process, as described above. The second Publish is the ViPR number service. The ViPR server, upon receiving this message, performs a Store operation into the DHT.

- **UploadVCR**: This message comes in two flavors - an originating and terminating message. An originating UploadVCR comes from a call agent upon completion of a non-ViPR call to the PSTN. A terminating UploadVCR comes from an agent upon completion of a call received FROM the PSTN. The ViPR server behavior for both messages is very different. For Originating UploadVCR, the ViPR server will store these, and at a random time later, query the DHT for the called number and attempt validation against the ViPR servers that are found. For a terminating UploadVCR, the ViPR server will store these, awaiting receipt of a validation against them.

- **Subscribe**: Call agents can subscribe for information from the ViPR server. There is one service that the call agent can subscribe for: number Service. When a new number is validated, the ViPR server will send a Notify to the call agent, containing the validated number, the ticket, and a set of SIP trunk URIs.
Notify: The ViPR server sends this message to the call agent when it has an event to report for a particular subscription.

The VAP protocol provides authentication by including an integrity object in each message. This integrity message is the hash of the contents of the message and a shared secret between the ViPR server and the client. VAP can also be run over TLS, which enhances security further.

The P2P network introduces rate limits for the purposes of performance management and limiting denial of service attacks. Each node in the DHT comes with it a limit on the amount of stores per second, reads per second, and total amount of data it can store in the DHT. The ViPR server rigorously follows those limits.

As a consequence, when numbers are stored into the DHT, they are written in slowly based on the rate limits. The call agent will send a Publish operation for each individual number. The ViPR server will perform the store in a rate-limited fashion. When the store is complete, the ViPR server responds to the Publish, and the call agent can move to the next DID to publish. Thus, it may take hours or even days to fully store the set of numbers into the DHT. The process then repeats several days later in order to refresh the data in the DHT.

7.3. Validation Protocol

The core of ViPR is the validation protocol. The validation protocol is used by one ViPR server to connect to another, demand proof-of-knowledge of a previous PSTN call, and once proven, securely learn a SIP URI and ticket for usage in future SIP calls between domains.

The validation protocol is documented in [VIPR-PVP].

The validation protocol is built using TLS-SRP [RFC5054]. TLS-SRP creates a secure TLS connection, but instead of using certificates, utilizes a password. TLS-SRP was designed for cases where the passwords are relatively weak. In the case of the validation protocol, the passwords are formed from parameters of a previous PSTN call. Once a secure TLS connection is formed, a simple request/response protocol is run over it. The request contains the domain name of the originating ViPR server, and the response contains the SIP URI and ticket for that number.

The validation protocol properly handles time offsets between the two domains for the start and stop times of the calls, the relatively weak entropy of a single phone call, the grand chessmaster attack, and non-delivery or inaccurate delivery of caller-ID, amongst other
issues. The validation protocol can be tuned by administrators to allow for arbitrary levels of security, measured in terms of equivalent entropy. The equivalent entropy is the number of bits of entropy that must be demonstrated, as if the domains were authenticating each other using a password with that amount of entropy. This gives domains a ‘nerd knob’ they can turn to trade off security for performance.

Because the validation protocol utilizes TLS-SRP, it does not run directly through the DHT. This is why a ViPR server requires a separate pinhole to be opened for the validation protocol.

7.4. SIP Extensions

The connection between the call agents in different domains is SIP. ViPR requires that the inter-domain connections run over TLS, and furthermore, utilize SRTP keyed with Sdescriptions.

ViPR extends SIP with its anti-spam mechanism. This takes the form of a ticket, present in a SIP header field. [ViPR-SIP-ANTISPAM] defines this header field and the format of the ticket it contains.

8. Example Call Flows

This section provides call flows for the key use cases.

8.1. PSTN Call and VCR Upload

A call flow for the initial PSTN call and VCR upload is shown in Figure 6.

Alice    CA+O     GW+O    VIPR+O    GW+T     CA+T    VIPR+T     Bob

(1) Call NumX
------> (2) INVITE NumX
       --------> (3) setup NumX
                -----------------> (4) INVITE NumX
                (5) Call NumX
                ----------------> Answers
                (6) answer
                <----------------
                (7) 200 OK
                <--------

In message 1, Alice calls the number of her colleague, Bob. This is NumX. This call is routed over the PSTN, through the terminating call agent, and rings Bob’s phone (messages 1-5). Bob answers the phone, and this is propagated back to Alice (messages 6-12). Bob and Alice talk for a while, and then Alice hangs up. This hangup is propagated to Bob, and the call is terminated (messages 13-19).

The originating call agent notes that this call went to the PSTN, and might be a candidate for a future SIP call. It sends an UploadVCR message to its ViPR server (message 20), containing the start time,
stop time, callerID and called party number. The ViPR server acknowledges this (message 21), and then sets a timer for a random time into the future, at which point it will attempt validation. The terminating side is similar; it sends an UploadVCR to its ViPR server (message 22), which is acknowledged (message 23). The terminating side does not set a timer; it waits for a possible validation attempt which may or may not arrive in the future.

8.2. DHT Query and Validation

This section provides the call flow for what happens on the originating ViPR server when the timer fires, in Figure 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CA+O</th>
<th>VIPR+O</th>
<th>DHT</th>
<th>VIPR+T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>timer fires (1) Query NumX =&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2) Node-ID T &lt;-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(3) Connect Node-ID T =&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4) Connect Node-ID T =&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(5) Connect resp. &lt;=</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(6) Connect resp. &lt;=</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(7) TCP Connect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(8) TLS-SRP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(9) ValExchange(a.com)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(10) ValResponse(URI, ticket) &lt;=</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(11) Notify(NumX, URI, ticket) &lt;=</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Store route</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Validation Flow

First, the timer that was set by the originating ViPR server in Figure 6 fires. When it fires, the ViPR server examines the called party number from the VCR. It performs a query into the DHT, to see if this number has been stored by any domain (message 1). In this case, it has, and the DHT returns with a successful query response (message 2). This response indicates that the terminating ViPR
server, with node-ID T, claims ownership of the number.

The originating ViPR server asks the DHT to form a connection between itself and the terminating ViPR server. This message exchanges IP addresses and ports through which a TCP connection can be attempted; details are omitted (messages 3-6). Now, the originating ViPR server can establish a TCP connection to the terminating ViPR server (message 7). Next, the originating ViPR server begins negotiation of a TLS-SRP connection. The TLS-SRP uses the caller ID and called number as a "username" for this exchange, and the start time and stop time of the call as a password. As both sides share the same values for this secret, the secure connection is established. This is now a TLS connection between the two ViPR servers.

Over this secure connection, the originating ViPR server sends a ValExchange request. This request contains the domain name that is claimed by the originating ViPR server (this claim is not verified at this time) (message 9). This is received by the terminating ViPR server, which then creates a ticket for that domain and NumX, and passes the ticket and the SIP URI back to the originating ViPR server (message 10). The originating ViPR server sends this information to its call agent (message 11), which then stores it for usage in a future call.

8.3. DHT Query and No Match

In this case, after the PSTN call of Figure 6, the timer fires, but the originating ViPR server finds no match in the DHT. This is an alternative case to the flow in Figure 7.

```
CA+O  VIPR+O  DHT  VIPR+T
| timer fires
| (1) Query NumX
| ----------------->
| (2) noMatch
| <-----------------
```

Figure 8: DHT No-Match

8.4. SIP Call

In this case, shown in Figure 9, a user makes a call to a number which has been learned via ViPR.
First, a user in the originating domain - Alfred - calls Bob’s number (message 1). The originating call agent notes that it has a cached route for that number. It extracts the SIP URI, using it as the topmost Route header field, and then attaches the ticket to the X-Cisco-ViPR-Ticket header field. This INVITE is sent to a default next hop border element (message 2). The border element establishes a TCP/TLS connection with the domain in the Route header. It uses a traditional domain certification for this TLS connection (message 3). Once established, it sends the INVITE over the connection (message 4).

This arrives at the terminating call agent, which extracts the ticket and verifies it. To verify it, it checks the signature using the key that was used to create the ticket. Then, it compares the domain name in the ticket with the domain name from the TLS connection handshake. Finally, it compares the called party number in the Request-URI with the value from the ticket. Assuming they all match, the call is forwarded to the terminating call agent (message 5), where it is finally delivered to Bob (message 6).

9. Security Considerations

Security is incredibly important for ViPR. This section provides an overview of some of the key threats and how they are handled.
9.1. Attacks on the DHT

Attackers could attempt to disrupt service through a variety of attacks on the DHT.

Firstly, it must be noted that the DHT is never used at call setup time. It is accessed as a background task, solely to learn NEW numbers and routes that are not already known. If, by some tragedy, an attacker destroyed the P2P network completely, it would not cause a single call to fail. Furthermore, it would not cause calls to revert to the PSTN - calls to routes learned previously would still go over the IP network. The only impact to such a devastating attack, is that a domain could not learn "new" routes to new numbers, until the DHT is restored to service. This service failure is hard for users and administrators to even notice.

That said, ViPR prevents many of these attacks. The DHT itself is secured using TLS - its usage is mandatory. Quota mechanisms are put into place that prevent an attacker from storing large amounts of data in the DHT. Other attacks are prevented by mechanisms defined by RELOAD itself, and are not ViPR specific.

9.2. Theft of Phone Numbers

The key security threat that ViPR is trying to address is the theft of phone numbers. In particular, a malicious domain could store, into the DHT, phone numbers that it does not own, in an attempt to steal calls targeted to those numbers. This attack is prevented by the core validation mechanism, which performs a proof of knowledge check to verify ownership of numbers.

An attacker could try to claim numbers it doesn’t own, which are claimed legitimately by other domains in the ViPR network. This attack is prevented as well. Each domain storing information into the DHT can never overwrite information stored by another domain. As a consequence, if two domains claim the same number, two records are stored in the DHT. An originating domain will validate against both, and only one will validate - the real owner.

An attacker could actually own a phone number, use it for a while, validate with it, and build up a cache of routes at other domains. Then, it gives back the phone number to the PSTN provider, who allocates it to someone else. However, the attacker still claims ownership of the number, even though they no longer have it. This attack is prevented by expiring the learned routes after a while. Typically, operators do not re-assign a number for a few months, to allow out-of-service messages to be played to people that still have the old number. Thus, the TTL for cached routes is set to match the
duration that carriers typically hold numbers.

An attacker could advertise a lot of numbers, most of which are correct, some of which are not. ViPR prevents this by requiring each number to be validated individually.

An attacker could make a call so they know the call details of the call they made and use this to forge a validation for that call. They could then try to convince other users, which would have to be in the same domain as the attacker, to trust this validation. This is mitigated by not sharing validations inside of domains where the users that can originate call from that domain are not trusted by the domain.

9.3. Spam

Another serious concern is that attackers may try to launch VoIP spam (also known as SPIT) calls into a domain. ViPR prevents this by requiring that a domain make a PSTN call to a number before it will allow a SIP call to be accepted to that same number. This provides a financial disincentive to spammers. The current relatively high cost of international calling, and the presence of national do-not-call regulations, have prevented spam on the PSTN to a large degree. ViPR applies those same protections to SIP connections.

As noted above, ViPR still lowers the cost of communications, but it does so by amortizing that savings over a large number of calls. The costs of communications remain high for infrequent calls to many numbers, and become low for frequent calls to a smaller set of numbers. Since the former is more interesting to spammers, ViPR gears its cost incentives away from the spammers, and towards domains which collaborate frequently.

Of course, ViPR’s built-in mechanism is not a guarantee. A SPIT clearinghouse could shoulder the costs of the PSTN calls, and then re-sell its access for a fee. However, this still causes the clearinghouse to utilize non-trivial resources in its attack. Though these costs are less than the PSTN, they are more than zero, and should act as a deterrent for a long while.

9.4. Eavesdropping

Another class of attacks involves outsiders attempting to listen in on the calls that run over the Internet, or obtain information about the call through observation of signaling.

All of these attacks are prevented by requiring the usage of SIP over TLS and SRTP. These are mandatory to use.
10. IANA Considerations

This specification does not require any actions from IANA.
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1. Introduction

The validation protocol is the key security mechanism in ViPR. It is used to couple together PSTN calls with IP destinations based on shared knowledge of a PSTN call. This document relies heavily on the concepts and terminology defined in [VIPR-OVERVIEW] and will not make sense if you have not read that document first.

The protocol assumes that two enterprises, the originating one (enterprise O) initiates a call on the PSTN to an E.164 number ECALLED that terminates on the terminating enterprise (enterprise T). Each enterprise has a ViPR server, acting as a P2P node. The node in enterprise O is PO, and the node in enterprise T is PT. This PSTN call completes successfully, and knowledge of this call is known to PO and PT. Later on, PO will query the P2P network with number ECALLED. It comes back with a Node-ID PCAND for a node. At this time, PO can’t know for sure that PCAND is in fact PT. All it knows is that some node, PCAND, wrote an entry into the DHT claiming that it was the owner of number ECALLED. The objective of the protocol is for PO to determine that node PCAND can legitimately claim ownership of number ECALLED, by demonstrating knowledge of the previous PSTN call. It demonstrates that knowledge by demonstrating it knows the start time, stop timer, and possibly caller ID for the PSTN call made previously.

Figure 102: Validation Model
If node PCAND can demonstrate such knowledge, then enterprise O can assume that node PCAND had in fact received the call, which could only have happened if it had knowledge of the call to number ECALLED, which could only have happened if PCAND is in enterprise T, and thus it is PT. This is because PSTN routing is assumed to be "secure", in that, if someone calls some number through the PSTN, it will in fact reach a terminating line (whether it be analog, PRI, or other) which is the rightful "owner" of that number. If enterprise T was not the owner of the number, if would not have received the call, would not know its start/stop/caller ID, not be able to provide that information to PT, and not be able to satisfy the knowledge proof. This basic approach is shown in Figure 102.

A first question commonly asked is, why not just do regular authentication? What if we give each node a certificate, and then have the nodes authenticate each other? The answer is that a certificate certifies that a particular node belongs to a domain - for example, that node PT is part of example.com. A certificate does not assert that, not only is PT example.com, but example.com owns the following phone numbers. Therefore simple certificate authentication does not provide any guarantee over ownership of phone numbers.

In principle, it might be possible to ask certificate authorities, such as Verisign, to assert just that. However, traditionally, certificate authorities have been extremely hesitant to certify much at all. The reason is, the certifier needs to be able to assure that the information is correct. How can a certifier like Verisign verify that, in fact, a particular enterprise owns phone numbers? It could make a few test calls, perhaps, to check if they look right. However, these test calls are disruptive to users that own the numbers (since their phones will ring!). If the test calls are done for a subset of the numbers, it is not secure. If the certifier simply required, as part of the business agreement, that the enterprises provided correct information, the certifier might avoid legal liability, but the legitimacy of the service will be compromised and customers will stop using it. Furthermore, it has proven incredibly hard to do this kind of certification worldwide with a single certificate authority.

ViPR has, as a goal, to work anywhere in the world and do guarantee correct call routing with five nines of reliability. Consequently, traditional certificates and authentication do not work. It turns out to be quite hard to design a secure version of this validation protocol. To demonstrate this, we will walk through some initial attempts at it, and show how they fail.
2. The Wrong Way

The first attempt one might make is the following. PO takes the caller ID for the call, ECALLING and called number ECALLED for the call, and sends them to candidate node PCAND. These two identifiers - the called number E and the caller ID, form a unique handle that can be used to identify the call in question. Node PCAND looks at all of the ViPR Call Records (VCRs) of the calls over the last 48 hours, and takes those with the given called party number and calling party number. If there is more than one match, the most recent one is used. We now have a unique call.

Now, node PCAND demonstrates knowledge of this call by handing back the start and stop times for this call in a message back to PO. This approach is shown in Figure 103.

```
Po            Pt
     |           |
     |           |
     |           |
  Tell me start+stop  Retrieve records
     |           |
     |           |
     |           |
  start and stop  <-------------
     |           |
     |           |
     |           |
```

Figure 103: Incorrect Validation Protocol: Take 1

Unfortunately, this method has a major problem, shown in Figure 104.
Consider an attacker BadGuy PBAD. PBAD joins the P2P network, and advertises a number prefix they do NOT own, but which is owned by Rosenberg, et al.
enterprise T and node PT. Now, when PO queries the DHT with number ECALLED, it comes back with two results - the one from PBAD and the one from node PT. Details of querying the DHT are provided in [VIPR-RELOAD-USAGE]. It begins validation procedures with both.

PBAD will now be asked to show the start and stop times for the call, given ECALLED and ECALLING. It doesn’t know that information. However, node PT does. So now, PBAD, acting as if it were the originating party, begins the validation protocol with node PT. It passes the calling and called numbers sent by PO. PT finds a match and returns the call start and stop times to PBAD. PBAD, in turn, relays them back to PO. They are correct, and as a consequence, PO has just validated PBAD!

Typically, the first response to this is, "Well the problem is, you let two separate people write the same number into the DHT. Why don’t you make sure on the right one is allowed to write it in?". That is not possible, since there is no mechanism by which an arbitrary node in the DHT can determine who is the rightful owner of this number. "OK", the reader responds, "So instead, why don’t you define a rule that says, if there are two entries in the DHT for a particular number, consider this an attack and don’t try to validate the number". That would prevent the attack above. However, it introduces a Denial of service attack. An attacker can pick a target number, write it into the DHT, and prevent successful validation from happening towards that number. They can’t misroute calls, but they can stop ViPR from working for targeted numbers. That is not acceptable. ViPR has to be immune from attacks like this; it should not be possible, through simple means such as configuration, for an attacker to cause a targeted number to never be validated.

One might be tempted to add a signature over the call start and stop times, but it does not help. BadGuy can just resign them and relay them on.

In essence, this simple approach is like a login protocol where the client sends the password in the clear. Such mechanisms have serious security problems.

Realizing the similarities between the validation protocol and a login protocol, a next attempt would be to use a much more secure login mechanism - digest authentication. To do this, domain O takes the called number E and the caller ID, and send them to node P. Node P treats these as a "username" of sorts – an index to find a single matching call. The start time and stop times of the call become the "password". Enterprise O also sends a big random number - a nonce - to node P. Node P then takes the random number, takes the password, hashes them together, and sends back the hash. All of this is done over a TLS connection between enterprise O and node P. Digest over
TLS is very secure, so surely this must be secure too, right? Wrong!

It is not. Indeed it is susceptible to EXACTLY the same attack described previously. This is shown in Figure 105.
Po | Pbad | Pt | DHT
---|-----|----|-----
I own Ecalled
------------------->
I own Ecalled
--------------->
Who owns Ecalled?
------------------->
Pbad and Pt
<--------------------------
TLS
---------->
Login user=Ecaller+Ecalled
-----------
Login user=Ecaller+Ecalled
-----------
Retrieve records

Digest response
<-----------
Digest response
<-----------
In a similar attack, PBAD could pick a random called number it is interested in, query the P2P network for it, find node PT. Then, provide node PT the number ECALLED to attack, and ECALLING, assuming it can guess a likely caller ID. It then takes the received digest response, and goes through every possible start/stop time over the last 24 hours, running them through the hash function. When the hash produces a match, the PBAD has just found a full VCR for node PT. It can then write into the DHT using number E as a key, pointing to itself, and satisfy validation requests against it, without even needing to ask node P again. Our first attempt is susceptible to this attack too.

The problem here is that the call start and stop times have "low entropy" - they are not very random and are easily guessable, just like a poorly chosen password.

What we really want to do here is have a "login" protocol that creates a secure connection between a client and a server, where we use the called number and caller ID as a "username" to identify a PSTN call, and then use the start and stop times as a "password". But our login protocol has to have some key features:

1. Someone posing as a server, but which does not have the username and password, cannot determine the username and password easily as a consequence of an authentication operation started by a valid client, aside from successfully guessing in the one attempt it is given on each connection attempt.

2. Someone posing as a client, but which does not have the username and password, cannot determine the username and password as a consequence of an authentication operation started against a valid server, aside from guessing in the one attempt it is given on each TLS connection attempt.

3. An active MITM, who is explicitly on the path of the exchanges and has visibility and the ability to modify messages, cannot obtain the shared secret, nor can it observe or modify information passed between the client and real server.

4. It is impossible for a passive observer to view the exchange and obtain the shared secret or any of the material that is exchanged.

5. It is impossible for a rogue client or rogue server to participate in a login with a legitimate peer, and then take the messages exchanged, and run an offline dictionary attack to work through every possible combination of start and stop times. Fortunately, these properties are provided by a class of password authentication protocols called Encrypted Key Exchange or EKE protocols.
3. EKE Protocols

EKE protocols were proposed in 1992 by Steve Bellovin. Since their proposal, numerous variations have been defined. One of them, the Secure Remote Password protocol, was standardized by the IETF in RFC 2945 [RFC2945]. A TLS mode of SRP was later defined in RFC 5054 [RFC5054]. It is the latter protocol which is actually used by ViPR. A high level overview of EKE protocols is shown in Figure 106. Alice and Bob share a shared secret P. Alice generates a public/private keypair. She then takes her public key, and encrypts it using her password as a symmetric encryption key. She sends this encrypted key to Bob. Bob, who shares the password, uses it as a symmetric key and decrypts the message, obtaining Alice’s new public key. Bob then constructs a big random number R, which is to be used as a session key. Bob then encrypts R with the public key he just got from Alice, and sends that to Alice. Now, Alice, using her public key, decrypts the message and obtains the session key R.
At this point Alice and Bob share a session key $R$ which can be used for authentication (by having Alice and Bob prove to each other that they have the same value for $R$) or for encrypting data back and forth. How does this help? Consider our man-in-the-middle attack again, in Figure 107. Once again, Alice shares a password with legitimate user Bob. However, she begins the "login" process with
BadGuy. She passes E(PUB,P) to BadGuy. BadGuy doesn’t know P, so he can’t decrypt the message. More importantly, he can’t run through each possible password P and decrypt the message. If he did, he wouldn’t be able to tell if he got it right, since PUB appears random; the decryption process would produce a random string of bits whether it was successful or not. So for now, BadGuy can only pass it on. BadGuy now intercepts E(R,PUB). Now, BadGuy can try the following. He can run through each P, decrypt E(PUB,R), obtain PUB. However, since we are using asymmetric encryption (i.e., public key encryption), even with PUB he cannot DECRYPT E(R,PUB)! BadGuy does not have the private key, which he needs to decrypt. Given a public key, he cannot guess the private key either. That is how public/private keying systems work. That is the secret here to making this work. So, once again, BadGuy has no choice but to pass the message on. Now, Alice and Bob share R but it is unknown to BadGuy. Bob now takes his Node-ID, encrypts it with R, and sends to Alice. Once again, BadGuy doesn’t have R and can’t get it, so he has no choice but to pass it on. Alice decrypts this Node-ID with R, and now knows that she is actually talking to Bob — since she has Bob’s Node-ID. Other data can be substituted for the Node-ID, and indeed this is what happens in the actual validation protocol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alice</th>
<th>Bad</th>
<th>Bob</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bob knows P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generate PUB+PRIV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E(PUB,P)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[------------------&gt;]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E(PUB,P)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[------------------&gt;] decrypt w P, get PUB</td>
<td></td>
<td>create session key R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Protocol Overview

The validation protocol begins with the following assumptions:

1. Node PO wishes to validate with node PCAND, and has its Node-ID (which it obtained via the DHT) and VServiceID (which it also obtained via the DHT Fetch).
2. Node PO and PCAND have a series of call records over the last 48 hours, uploaded by their call agents. Each call record contains an E.164 calling and called party number, and a start and stop time in NTP time. On the terminating side, each call record is also associated with a VServiceID.

Figure 107: Attacking EKE Protocols

However, the main point of this exercise is to demonstrate that EKE protocols have the desired properties.
3. Node PO is seeking to validate a call to called number ECALLED with caller ID ECALLING.

The validation protocol operates by having the originating node make a series of attempts to connect to, and "login" to the terminating node. Each "login" attempt consists of establishment of a TCP connection, and then execution of TLS-SRP procedures over that connection. TLS-SRP[RFC5054] relies on a shared secret - in the form of a username and password - in order to secure the connection. In ViPR, the username and password are constructed by using information from a target VCR along with the VServiceID learned from the DHT. The "username", instead of identifying a user, identifies a (hopefully) unique VCR shared between the originating and terminating nodes. The "password" is constructed from the VCR such that it knowledge of the information is unique to knowledge of the VCR itself.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to construct usernames and passwords that always uniquely identify a VCR. To deal with this, the validation protocol requires the originator to construct a series of usernames and passwords against a series of different nodes and their corresponding IP addresses and ports, and then run through them until a connection is securely established.

5. Username and Password Algorithms

ViPR provides two different algorithms for mapping from a particular VCR to a username and password:

1. Method A: This method makes use of the called party and calling party number to form the username, and the start and stop times of the call to form the password.
2. Method B: This method makes use of the called party number, along with a point in time in the middle of the call, as the username, and then the start and stop times to form the password.

The originating node will first try validations with method A, and if those all fail, then try with method B. The method itself, along with necessary information on how to use the method, is encoded into the username itself. The format of the username is (using ABNF [RFC4234]):
username = method-a / method-b / future-method
future-method = method ":" method-data
method = 1ALPHA
method-data = 1*(alphanum / method-unreserved)

method-a = "a:" vserviceid originating-number terminating-number rounding-time
method-b = "b:" vserviceid terminating-number timekey rounding-time

vserviceid = "vs= 1*32HEXDIG ";
originating-number = "op=+ 1*15DIGIT ";
terminating-number = "tp=+ 1*15DIGIT ";
timekey = "tk= 1*16DIGIT ". 1*16DIGIT ";
rounding-time = "r= 1*6DIGIT ";

This format starts with the method, followed by a colon, followed by a sequence of characters that are specific to the method. Both methods a and b rely on conveyance of information attributes that make up the username. Each attribute follows a specific format.

Examples include:

a:vs=7f5a8630b6365bf2;op=+17325552496;tp=+14085553084;r=1000;
b:vs=7f5a8630b6365bf2;tp=+14085553084;tk=172636364.133622;r=1000;

Both methods use a rounding factor R. This is used to round the start and stop times in the password to a specific nearest multiple of R (which is in milliseconds). This rounding is done because the passwords need to be bit exact and we need to compensate for different measured values.

If we will fallback to method B (which works more often), why have both? There are two answers:

1. The caller ID mechanism (method A) will work, and the non-caller ID (method B) won't work, for numbers like 8xx.
2. Method A has much higher entropy (see analysis in Section 9.1). Validating with it provides greater confidence in the validity of the number. In this phase, nothing is done with this "confidence". However, in later phases, it is anticipated that low-confidence numbers will require multiple validations for different calls to occur before they are trusted. To allow for this feature to be added later, validation with both methods must be present in the initial release.

The sections below detail precisely how these are constructed.
6. Originating Node Procedures

Most of the work for validation is on the side of the originator. It establishes connections and performs a series of validation checks.

6.1. Establishing a Connection

The first step in the process is to establish a TCP connection to PCAND. To do that, PO sends a DHT PING message targeted towards PCAND. This will return one or two IP addresses and ports. This provides one or two targets to which a connection attempt is made. An attempt is made first to the public address, then if that connection times out, to the private. Once connected, TLS-SRP is run over the connection.

6.2. Constructing a Username and Password

When a terminating node receives a username in a format it doesn’t understand, it fails the validation. This allows for graceful upgrade to new mechanisms in the future.

6.2.1. Method A

The PO examines the VCR it is using for validation. It extracts the calling and called party numbers, both of which are E.164 based. This VCR will have been uploaded at a previous point in time. PO then examines the VCRs posted in the time since this one was uploaded, and looks for any more recent VCRs with the same calling and called party numbers regardless of VService. If it finds one or more, it takes the most recent one (as measured by its end time). If it finds no more recent, it uses the VCR which triggered the validation in the first place.

Why do this? This deals with the following case. User A calls user B, causing a VCR to be uploaded. The originating node sets a timer, which fires 12 hours later. However, within that 12 hour period, A called B again. If node A provides the caller ID and called party numbers as the "key" to select a VCR, it will match multiple records over the past day. We need to pick one, so the most recent is always used. This requires the originating node to know and use the most recent VCR. Furthermore, we must choose the most recent VCR regardless of its VService, because the originating Upload VCRs are sent using an arbitrary VService. Thus, the more recent call may have been done using a different VService than the one which triggered the validation. Since the actual Vservices are not common between originating and terminating sides, we must choose the VCR on the originating side regardless of VService. The username is constructed by using the syntax for method A described above. The
calling party number is set to "op", and the called party number is set to "tp", and "r" is the value of Tr as an integral number of milliseconds. The VServiceID learned from the dictionary entry is used as the value of "vs".

This username will select the identical VCR at the terminating node, under the following conditions:

1. PT is aware of all calls made to the called party number. This property is true so long as each incoming number is handled by a single call agent within a domain, and furthermore, the VCR for calls to that number is always posted to a ViPR server which advertises that number into the DHT. These properties are readily met by ViPR for typical single user numbers. For 8xx numbers, which are translated within the PSTN and may route to a multiplicity of non-8xx numbers, it is more difficult. ViPR will only work with 8xx numbers if all calls to those numbers get sent to agents which share the same ViPR server.

2. PO is aware of all calls made to the called party number with the given caller ID. This property can be hard to meet. If the caller ID for a call is set to the number of the calling phone, and all VCRs made from that phone are posted to the same ViPR server, that server will know about all calls made by the domain with the given DID in the caller ID. However, in domains that set the PSTN caller ID to the attendant line number, it is possible that there would be two separate agents, each utilizing different ViPR servers. A user in each agent calls the same number, and the same PSTN caller ID is used. However, one ViPR server knows about one of the calls, and a different ViPR server knows about the other call. However, PT knows about both. In that case, validation from one of the ViPR servers will fail, and from the other, succeed.

3. There were no calls on the PSTN to the called party which spoofed the caller ID to match the caller ID used by the valid enterprise. In that case, PT will have a VCR for a call with a matching calling/called party number, but this VCR is unknown to PO since the call was not actually made by the originating enterprise. This attack is described in more detail in XXXX.

Next, the password is selected. The password is basically the start and stop times for the call. However, the SRP protocol requires a bit exact agreement on the password. Unfortunately, the calling and called parties will not have the same values for the start and stop times, for several reasons:

1. The call start time at the originating and terminating ends will differ by the propagation delay of the call acceptance message through the PSTN. This can be several hundreds of milliseconds.
2. The clocks at the originating and terminating ends may not be
synchronized, which can also introduce different values for the
start and stop times.

3. The call termination time at the originating and terminating ends
will also differ by the propagation time; this propagation time
may in fact be different for the call acceptance and termination.

It is also important to note that agreement on a call acceptance and
termination time assumes an explicit signaling message is sent for
these two events. In the case of analog FXO ports, there is no
signaling at all, and consequently, these points in time cannot be
measured. It is possible to agree upon other call characteristics
when analog lines are in use, but they have much worse accuracy and
consequently much, much lower entropy. For this reason, this
specification of ViPR only works in telephony systems with explicit
messaging for call acceptance and termination, which includes PRI,
SS7, BRI, analog trunks with answer and disconnect supervision, and
CAS trunks.

To deal with these inaccuracies in timing, the start and stop times
need to be rounded. Let Tr be the rounding interval, so that each
time is rounded to the value of N*Tr for integral N, such that N*Tr
is less than the start or stop time, and (N+1)*Tr is greater than it.
In other words, "round down". If Tr=1 second, this would round down
to the nearest second.

Unfortunately, rounding doesn’t fully help. Lets say that the
difference between the start times on the originating and terminating
nodes is delta. We can still have different values for the start
time if one side rounds to one value, and the other side to a
different value. If delta=100ms and Tr=1s, consider a start time of
10.08 seconds on one side, and 9.98 on the other side. One side will
round to 10 seconds and the other to nine seconds. The probability
of this happening is approximately delta/Tr. We could just make Tr
really large to compensate, but this reduces the entropy of the
system (see below).

To deal with this, the originating node will actually compute FOUR
different passwords. For the start time and stop time both, the
originating node will round down as follows. Let T be the time in
question. Let N be the value such that N*Tr <= T < (N+1)*Tr. In
other words, N*Tr is the nearest round-down value, and (N+1)*Tr is
the nearest round up. Let T1 and T2 be the two rounded values of T.
We have:
if (T >= ((2N+1)/2) * Tr) then:
   T1 = N*Tr
   T2 = (N+1)*Tr
if (T < ((2N+1)/2) * Tr) then:
   T1 = N*Tr
   T2 = (N-1)*Tr

In other words, if T is in the top half of the rounding interval, we try the rounded values above and below. If T is in the bottom half, we try the rounded values below, and below again. Pictorially:

[[TBD]]

Figure 108: Rounding mechanism for validation protocol

These are tried in the following sequence:
1. Try Tstart-1 and Tend-1.
2. Try Tstart-2 and Tend-1.
3. Try Tstart-1 and Tend-2.
4. Try Tstart-2 and Tend-2.

For example, if the originating side has a start time of 10.08 and a stop time of 30.87, the four start and stop times with Tr=1s are:

```
+-------+------+
| Start | Stop |
+-------+------+
| 10    | 30   |
| 9     | 30   |
| 10    | 31   |
| 9     | 31   |
```

Each of these times is represented in 64 bit NTP time (Tr can be configured to less than 1s in which case there will be non-zero values in the least significant 32 bits). Each password is then computed by taking the 64 bit start time, followed by the 64 bit end time, resulting in a 128 bit word. This word is base64 encoded to produce an ASCII string representation of 21 characters. To perform the caller ID based validation, the SRF-ILS procedure is done four times, once with each of the four username/password combinations (of course the username is identical in all four cases). As long as delta is less than Tr/2, one of this is guaranteed to work.
6.2.2. Method B

Unfortunately, in many cases caller ID cannot be used as an identifier for the VCR. This is because:

1. CallerID is frequently suppressed in the PSTN, and not delivered. This is especially true in international cases.
2. CallerID is sometimes munged by the PSTN, and delivered, but with a different value than was sent by the originator. This happens in certain arbitrage interexchange carriers.

Consequently, if no caller ID was delivered at all, the terminating side will not have a matching record. In that case, it informs the calling side that it should abort and revert to method B. If munged, it will also abort for the same reason.

If the caller ID attempt aborts, PO now tries a different approach. In this approach, the "username" is the combination of the called party number and a point during the call, selected at random. The password is equal to the start and stop times of the call. This method uses the method-tag "B" in the username.

Unlike method A, with method B, the VCR which triggered the validation is used, regardless of whether there were other, more recent, calls to the same calledparty number! This is because, in method B (unlike method A), the time itself is used as a key to select a VCR. Furthermore, using a more recent VCR does not interact properly with multi-tenancy. The called number and point during that call will select an identical VCR on the terminating side if the following conditions are met:

1. For the called party number, there was not more than one call in progress made to that number at the same time. This is generally true for numbers for a single user; typically there is only one active call at a time. Of course, it is possible a user receives a call, and then gets another. It then puts the first on hold while the second call is taken. In these cases, it is possible that the "username" will select a different VCR on PT, in which case the validation fails. More troubling are numbers representing call centers, conference bridges, 8xx numbers, and attendant numbers, all of which frequently have multiple calls in progress to them at the same time. As a consequence, for these types of called numbers, validation is typically only going to work if caller ID is delivered. Fortunately, 8xx numbers are only national in the first place, so it is likely that this will work.
2. PO is aware of all calls made from within its enterprise to ECALLED. This can fail if there are multiple ViPR servers serving different agents, and a call is made from one agent, sent to one ViPR server, and a call to that same number is made on a different agent, sent to a different ViPR server. As in the caller ID case, this will still be OK in many cases - the validation from one ViPR server succeeds, the other fails.

3. PT is aware of all calls made to ECALLED. The same caveats as described above for the caller ID mechanism apply. PO takes the VCR, and chooses a time $T_{\text{key}}$ which is uniformly distributed between $T_{\text{start}}+T_r$ and $T_{\text{stop}}-T_r$. The usage of the $T_r$ here is to make sure that $T_{\text{key}}$ is squarely inside of the call start and stop for PT as well. Note that, because $T_{\text{key}}$ is not a password, it is sent in the clear and does not need to be rounded.

The username encodes the called party number, $T_{\text{key}}$, the DHT, and the VServiceID learned from the DHT query. The password is computed identically to method A.

6.3. Requesting Validation

Once the SRP-TLS connection is up, data is exchanged. This is done through a single VAP transaction initiated by PO. This transaction is only VAP in the sense that it utilizes the basic syntax (the header and TLV attribute structure), and its request/response model. Other than that, it is effectively a different protocol - the validation protocol.

PO sends a VAP request with method ValExchange (0x00d). It contains one attribute, Domain. The originating ViPR server obtains this domain by looking at the VService of the VCR that was eventually used for the validation. Note that, in cases where the VCR which triggered the validation, is different than the one actually used for validation (because a more recent VCR to the same number was found), it is important to use the VService associated with the VCR which was actually used for validation, and NOT the VService associated with the VCR which triggered the attempt. Multi-tenancy does not work properly without this. The domain from the VService is placed into the message. This is basically the domain name of the originating enterprise. It is included since it is needed by PT to compute the ticket.

PO will then receive a response. If it never receives a response within a timeout, it considers the validation to have failed, and continues to the next choice. If it receives any kind of error response, including a rejection due to a blacklisted domain, it considers validation to have failed, and continues to the next choice. If it is a success response, it will contain one attribute -
ServiceContent, which contains a ValInfo XML object. ValInfo is an XML object which contains the SIP URIs and the ticket. The ViPR server must parse the ValInfo XML object and perform verification on it to avoid attacks. The following checks are done:

1. Extract the <number> element. This will contain a single number. That value is compared with the E.164 called party number which was just validated. If they do not match, this is a potential attack, and the XML is discarded and the ViPR server acts as if validation failed. However it does not generate an alarm.

2. Remove any extensions to the XML which are not supported by the ViPR server (no extensions defined, so in this version, any elements except for the <ticket>, <number>, <route>s and their embedded <SIPURI> are removed.

3. Verify that the <route> element contains a single element, <SIPURI>.

4. Verify that the SIP URI is not larger than 614 characters, contains a domain name that is a valid set of domain name characters, contains a user part that is a valid set of characters, if it contains maddr, that the maddr is a valid domain or IP and less than 255 characters, and if there is a port, it is within 0-65535. This is for security purposes; to make sure a malicious ViPR server on the terminating side cannot send invalid URI and attack the call agent.

5. Verify that each SIP URI contains the same domain name. Once the checks and fixes are done, the patched XML is passed to subscribers in a Notify as described in [VIPR-VAP].

7. Terminating Node Procedures

7.1. Waiting for SRP-TLS

PT will listen on its configured port for TCP connections, and once one is received, it begins waiting for SRP-TLS. The TLS messaging will provide PT with a username.

It parses the username and determines the method. If the value of the method is not "a" or "b", this is a new method not supported by the node. The SRP-TLS procedures should be failed. If the method is "a", it is the caller ID mechanism. The called number, calling number, VService, and rounding time are extracted. PT then searches through its VCRs over the last 48 hours for one with a matching called number and caller ID and VService whose VServiceID matches the one from the username.
1. If none are found, PT proceeds with the SRP-TLS exchange, but using a fake username and password. This will cause the validation to eventually fail.
2. If one is found, it is used.
3. If more than one is found, the one with the most recent end time is used.

The start and stop times from the selected VCR are taken. Using the value of Tr from the username, both times are rounded down to the nearest multiple of Tr. Note that, this rounding is different than the one used on the originating side. The values are ALWAYS rounded down. So if the stop time is 10.99 and Tr is one second, the rounded down value of 10 is used. The start and stop times are then represented as 64 bit NTP times (after rounding), concatenated, and base64ed to produce a 21 character password. This is the password used with SRP-TLS.

Note that, the originating node will try up to four different password combinations. One of these should work, the others will cause SRP-TLS to fail due to differing shared secrets. However, it is the job of the originator to perform these four; to the terminating node, they are four separate attempts. Processing of SRP-TLS login attempts is stateless on the terminating side. This means that each attempt is treated independently by PT. It performs identical processing on each SRP-TLS attempt - examine the username, find a matching VCR, extract password, and fail the attempt or continue to success. The originating side has the main burden of sequencing through the various mechanisms.

If the method is "b", PT uses the extracted called party ID and a time in the middle of the call. It searches through all VCR records whose called number matches and whose VServiceID matches, and of those, takes the ones where Tkey is between Tstart and Tstop. Of those, if more than one match, the one with the most recent Tstop is used. Tstart and Tstop for that VCR are extracted, and converted to a password just as is done for the PO. The resulting SRP-TLS procedure will then either succeed or fail. Note that, if a domain has multiple Vservices that contain the same number, there will be multiple VCRs for calls to that number, and there will be multiple validation attempts, one for each of the Vservices.

7.2. Receiving Validation Requests

PT listens for incoming VAP/validation requests once the TLS connection is up. It rejects anything but a ValExchange method with a 400 response. This allows for future extensibility of the validation protocol. If the request was ValExchange, it extracts the domain name. This will be something like "example.com". PT knows
the VCR against which validation succeeded. That VCR is associated with a VService. The ViPR server checks the domain in the ValExchange request against the black/white list associated with that VService. If no VService is currently active, the ValExchange is rejected with a 403. If there is one active, and if the domain appears on the black list, or does not appear in the white list, the ViPR server rejects the ValExchange request with a 403 error response, indicating that this domain is not allowed to call.

If the domain was in the whitelist or not in the blacklist, or there was no whitelist/blacklist, PT constructs a successful response to the ValExchange request. It contains one attribute: ServiceContent. It has a ValInfo XML object, which contains a number, a ticket, and a series of routes.

The number is always the E.164 number which was just validated, including the plus sign. Note that this will also appear in the ticket. The route element is the sequence of route elements for each instance associated with the vservice.

Details of the ticket are provided in [VIPR-SIP-ANTISPAM] but the ticket attribute is constructed as follows:

1. A ticket unique ID TLV is created, containing a randomly chosen 128 bit value as the ticket ID. That is the first TLV in the ticket.
2. A salt TLV is created, containing a random 32 bit value. This is the second TLV in the ticket.
3. The validity has the start time set using the current time as the start time, and the current time + the ticket lifetime as the end time. The ticket lifetime is a per-DHT configurable parameter. The terminating ViPR server will have performed the validation using a particular VService; the DHT for that VService is used to find the right value for this parameter.
4. Number: This is the terminating number, in E.164 format, which was just validated.
5. Granting node: this is set to one of the Node-IDs associated with this ViPR server. Any will do.
6. Granting domain: This value is taken from the domain part of the SIP URI associated with the VService in which the validated VCR was found.
7. Granted-To domain: This is formed using the Domain sent in the ValExchange request.
8. Epoch: This is the current epoch associated with the password.
9. Integrity: Using the current password, this is computed from the rest of the Ticket.

The resulting sequence of TLVs is base64 encoded and that is placed into the ticket element in the ServiceContent attribute in the
8. Syntax Details

This section enumerates the methods and attributes used by VAP. The methods defined in VAP, and their corresponding method values, are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ValExchange</td>
<td>0x00d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: PVP Methods

The attribute names and corresponding types are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain</td>
<td>0x3001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: PVP Attributes

9. Security Considerations

[This section is mostly missing and needs to be done.]

9.1. Entropy

[The entropy obtained in the information from the PSTN calls significantly impacts the security of this protocol. This section needs to provide an analysis of how much entropy actually exists in this information.]

[Defines the worst case of conference calls and resulting entropy]

[Describe the idea of doing multiple validations to aggregate entropy]

9.2. Forward Routing Assumptions

[Discuss forward routing security in PSTN and explain how this protocol is reliant on that.]

10. IANA Considerations

[TBD Define ports used.]
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Appendix A. Release notes

This section must be removed before publication as an RFC.

A.1. Modifications between rosenberg-03 and rosenberg-02
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- Shorter I-Ds references.
- Removed sentence saying that Tkey is converted to base64.
- Added ValExchange method and Domain attribute definitions.
- Fixed the last sentence of 7.2 - the ticket goes into the ticket element in the ServiceContent attribute.
- Expanded first usage of VCR initialism.
- Replaced any instance of peerID by Node-ID.
- Rewrote the ABNF.
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1. Introduction

This document relies heavily on the concepts and terminology defined in [VIPR-OVERVIEW] and will not make sense if you have not read that document first. As it defines a usage for RELOAD [P2PSIP-BASE], it assumes the reader is also familiar with that specification. The same DHT can also be used for a RELOAD SIP usage [P2PSIP-SIP].

2. ViPR Usage

The ViPR usage defines details for how the DHT is used for ViPR operations.

The ViPR usage defines Kind-ID 0x00000001. This Kind-ID is a dictionary entry. Its Resource-ID is defined through a transformation which takes an E.164 based number, and computes a Resource-ID as the least significant 128 bits of the SHA1 hash of the following string: Cat(CHOICE(null, "COPY", "COPY2"), number) That is, the Resource-ID is the hash of a string which is the concatenation of the number, prefixed with nothing, or the words "COPY1" or "COPY2".

For example, for number +14085555432:

```
Resource-ID = least128(SHA1("+14085555432"))
```

or

```
Resource-ID = least128(SHA1("COPY1+14085555432"))
```

or

```
Resource-ID = least128(SHA1("COPY2+14085555432"))
```

The object stored at this resource ID is a dictionary entry, which has a key and a value:

```
Object = (key,value)
```

Here, the key is formed by taking the Node-ID of the storing node in hex format, without the "0x", appending a "+", followed by the VServiceID in hex format, without the "0x". For example, if a peer with Node-ID

```
0x8f60f5eb753037e64ab6c53947fd532
```

receives a Publish with a VServiceID of
0x7eeb6a7036478351

The resulting key is:

8f60f5eab753037e64ab6c53947fd532+7eeb6a7036478351

Both parts of this key are important. Using the Node-ID of the node performing the store basically segments the keyspace of the dictionary so that no two peers ever store using the same key. Indeed, the responsible node will verify the signature over the stored data and check the Node-ID against the value of the key, to make sure that a conflict does not take place. The usage of the VService allows for a single ViPR server to service multiple clusters, and to ensure that numbers published by one cluster (using one VServiceID) do not clobber or step on numbers published by another cluster (using a different VServiceID). The responsible node does not verify or check the VServiceID.

When a node receives a Store operation for this usage, the data itself has a signature. The node responsible for storing the data must verify this signature; the certificate will always be included in the data and indicate which Node-ID is used. The responsible node must check that this Node-ID is included in the cert. If the signature verifies, the responsible node checks that the data model is a dictionary entry. The key must meet the format above. The responsible node must check that it is a 32 character sequence of numbers and letters a-f, followed by a +, followed by a 16 character sequence of numbers and letters a-f. If this checks, the key is split in half along the plus. The first 32 characters are considered a hex value and compared with the Node-ID used for the signature. If they match, it is good. Otherwise the Store operation is rejected. If they did match, next the responsible node checks the value. It must be a TLV, with the same format used by VAP, and it must contain a single Node-ID attribute. The Node-ID must match that used for the signature. If they don’t match, the Store operation is rejected. If they do match, the next step is a quota check.

For each peer that the responsible node is storing data for, it must maintain a count of the number of unique dictionary entries being stored for that Node-ID. For each resourceID, each key constitutes a unique dictionary entry. So if a peer is storing 5 resourceIDs, and at each of those 5, there are two keys whose first 32 bits correspond to a particular Node-ID, it means this node is currently storing 10 unique dictionary entries for that Node-ID.

It takes the StorageQuota configuration parameter for this DHT, which measures the amount of numbers a particular node can store. That value is multiplied by nine (a 3x factor to account for the
application-layer copies (COPY1 and COPY2), and another 3x factor for replicas). Then, an addition 3x factor is added for rounding to make sure that the probability is low that a rejection occurs due to imperfect distribution of resourceIDs across the ring. (Open Issue: need to adjust this multiplier - basically birthday problem!) and then divided by the fraction of the hashspace owned by this ViPR server. If the result is less than one, it is rounded up to two. This is the max number of unique entries that can be stored for this storing peer ID. If the ViPR server is not yet storing this many entries for that peer ID, the store is allowed.

The method for merging data after a partition follows the normal RELOAD rules around temporal ordering.

3. PeerID Shim

Because the ViPR implementation of RELOAD protocol makes use of the concept of multiple Node-ID on the same physical box, utilizing a single cert, the TLS handshakes alone are not sufficient to determine the entity on both sides of the TLS connection. As such, we will have a small "shim" type of protocol, which runs after TLS, but is not formally part of RELOAD.

When a node initiates a TLS connection towards another node, after the TLS completes, it sends this message. The message contains the Node-ID associated with this connection. The recipient gets this, and sends back a similar message, containing its Node-ID. Both sides will verify that, the Node-ID sent by the other side, are amongst the Node-IDs listed in the certificate. The connections are then stored in the connection tables, indexed by this Node-ID.

Furthermore, if, after this exchange, a node determines that it already has a connection in its connection table with that Node-ID on the far side, the older connection is closed. This is actually a critical security function! Without this, a user could clone ViPR servers utilizing the same certs, and each one can join the network.

Finally, once the exchange has taken place, the node compares the Node-ID from its peer with the current set of blacklisted Node-ID from the ACL that is distributed through the DHT. If the remote Node-ID appears on the list, the node closes the TCP/TLS connection immediately.

The reason we are using a non-reload message for this, is that we need to be 100% sure that this never propagates. It is strictly over a single connection and should never be routed. Indeed, had we not had this idea of multiple Node-ID in a single cert, this would have
effectively been accomplished through TLS. Alternatively, there is a
TLS command for telling the other side who I expect them to be;
however this is not implemented in older versions of OpenSSL, and so
our shim forms an alternative to that which can be run on top of
OpenSSL.

4. Security Considerations

TBD

5. IANA Considerations

TBD. Need to register items in IANA registries created by RELOAD.
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1. Introduction

The anti-spam tickets described in this specification are the key security mechanism in ViPR for mitigation of SPAM. The domain originating a call inserts a ticket in the SIP INVITE sent to the other domain. The Border Element in the domain receiving the call (see Figure 1) can check the ticket to ensure that this originating domain has been authorized by the terminating domain. This document relies heavily on the concepts and terminology defined in [VIPR-OVERVIEW] and will not make sense if you have not read that document first.

Figure 1: Architecture
2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3. Terminating Side Procedures

The Border Element will receive the TLS ClientHello which begins the TLS handshake. The Border Element will present its own configured cert. Once TLS handshaking is complete, the Border Element notes the domain from the SubjectAltName on the other side of the TLS connection, and associates it with that connection.

Next, the Border Element will receive an INVITE. This INVITE will contain a ticket in the X-Cisco-ViPR-Ticket header field value. The Border Element extracts this header field. This call flow assumes it is present. The Border Element parses it, and obtains the epoch value encoded in the ticket. This is matched against the current epoch value for the configured password. If they match, processing continues. The Border Element verifies the signature is correct. Next, it examines the start and stop time of the validity. If the current time is between the start and stop times, the check is passed. Next, the Border Element checks the granted-to domain in the ticket. It compares that domain against the domain name in the SubjectAltName of the peer on the other side of the TLS connection, as noted above. Next, it takes the Request-URI of the SIP INVITE. That will be of the form sip:+number@domain. If it is not in that form, and if the number does not begin with a plus, the request is dropped. The value, including the plus, is then compared to the number in the ticket. If it is equal, the check has passed. The Border Element leaves the header field in the request, but forwards to the Call Agent.

In addition, the Border Element will typically be configured to apply its SIP message validation logic, and enforce restrictions on the sizes of various SIP header fields. This provides an additional layer of security in case malicious SIP messages are sent.

The Border Element will also apply port forwarding in the case of NAT, so that the incoming request is forwarded to the appropriate Call Agent node.

The Call Agent will receive incoming SIP INVITEs. The Request-URI of the INVITE will contain an E.164 number as indicated by a leading plus. If the Request-URI is not an E.164, the request must be rejected with a 403. Only E.164 numbers can be accepted on a ViPR
4. Originating Side Procedures

The routes stored to other domains in the Call Agent will each store a ticket to utilize with calls to that route. The Call Agent learns about these routes and the information needed to construct the ticket from the VAP protocol [VIPR-VAP]. When sending a SIP request to one of these domains, the Call Agent MUST include the ticket in any dialog forming request or request that is not in an existing dialog.

5. Tickets

This ticket is a sequence of characters. These MUST be placed into a X-Cisco-ViPR-Ticket SIP header field value. Consequently the format for this header field is:

Ticket = "X-Cisco-ViPR-Ticket" HCOLON ticket-val

ticket-val = 1*(alphanum / "-" / "." / ":")

This header field MUST be utilized in all dialog forming requests and all out-of-dialog requests. It is not utilized in responses. The ticket-value is a modified base64 encoded version of an object that is composed of a series of TLVs. Each TLV is a 16 bit type, a 16 bit length, and a variable length value. The length field refers to the length of the value portion of the TLV, measured in bytes. The following TLV types are defined:

1. Ticket Unique ID: This TLV has a type of 0x0001. It contains a 128 bit ID that has a unique identifier for this ticket. The value MUST contain a 128 bit UUID defined by [RFC4122]. This TLV MUST be present. However at this time it is used for diagnostic purposes only.
2. Salt: This TLV has a type of 0x0002. It contains a value which MUST be at least 32 bits, and contains a random number. Its presence ensures that each ticket contains sufficient randomness. This TLV MUST be present.
3. Validity: This TLV has a type of 0x0003. It contains two 64 bit NTP times. The first is the start of the validity of the ticket, the next is the end time for the validity of the ticket. This TLV MUST be present.
4. Number: This TLV has a type of 0x0004. It contains a string which has an E.164 number, included the "+", which may be called using this ticket. The TLV has variable length. This TLV MUST be present.
5. Granting Node: This TLV has a type of 0x0005. It contains a 128 bit value which is the Node-ID of the node which granted the ticket. This TLV MUST be present.

6. Granting Domain: This TLV has a type of 0x0006. The domain which granted the ticket. A string, up to 256 characters, each of which must be a valid domain name character. The TLV has variable length. This TLV MUST be present.

7. Granted-To Domain: This TLV has a type of 0x0007. The domain to which the ticket is granted. A string, up to 256 characters, each of which must be a valid domain name character. The TLV has a variable length. This TLV MUST be present.

8. Epoch: This TLV has a type of 0x0008. It contains a 32 bit epoch value. It is used to select a key. This TLV MUST be present.

9. Integrity: This TLV has a type of 0x0009. It contains a 160 bit integrity value, computed using HMAC-SHA1. This TLV MUST be present and MUST be the last TLV in the object.

The base64 encoding uses the base64url encoding from RFC4648 [RFC4648], with the exception of the pad character, which is a "." instead of an ":". This ensures that the output is a valid SIP token.

To compute the MAC, the following is done. First, the key is obtained. The key is actually a 128 bit key, configured into the system. The key, P, is then used to compute Km:

\[ \text{Km} = \text{HMAC-SHA1}(P, S \mid \text{Epoch}) \]

Based on PBKDF2 from PKCS #5 [RFC2898] with HMAC-SHA1 as PRF and iteration count of 1. Where S is the 32 bit salt and Epoch is the 32 bit Epoch, from the ticket. This produces a 160 bit Km. The MAC is then computed as another HMAC-SHA1, over the entire ticket up to but not including the Integrity itself, using Km as the key. This produces the 160 bit MAC.

6. Security Considerations

TBD

7. IANA Considerations

TBD - Register SIP Header

TBD - Form IANA registry for Ticket TLVs
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1. Introduction to ViPR

[ViPR-OVERVIEW] introduces a new technology, called Verification Involving PSTN Reachability (ViPR), which enables VoIP federation between domains, over the Internet. ViPR is a hybrid technology that combines together the PSTN, P2P networks, and SIP. In doing so, it addresses the phone number routing problem and anti-spam problems that have been the most significant barriers to widespread deployment of SIP inter-domain federation.

It is assumed that readers of this document have read and understood [ViPR-OVERVIEW].

One of the key protocols used in ViPR is the ViPR Access Protocol (VAP). VAP connects call agents, such as phones, SBCs and IP PBXs, to a ViPR server. This document defines the VAP protocol in detail.

2. Overview of VAP

A high level view on the ViPR architecture is shown in Figure 1. This architecture is discussed in more detail in [ViPR-OVERVIEW].
A key component of this architecture is the ViPR server. The ViPR server is responsible for connecting to the P2P network, publishing phone numbers into that network, performing validation, and learning new routes. The ViPR server performs those functions on behalf of one or more call agents. This requires a protocol to run between the call agents and the ViPR server. This protocol is called VAP - the ViPR Access Protocol.

VAP is a client-server protocol that runs between the call agent and the ViPR server. VAP is a simple, binary based, request/response protocol. It utilizes the same syntactic structure and transaction state machinery as STUN [RFC5389], but otherwise is totally distinct from it. VAP clients initiate TCP/TLS connections towards the ViPR server. The ViPR server never opens connections towards the call agent. This allows the ViPR servers to run on the public side of NATs and firewalls.
Once the connections are established, the call agent sends a Register message to the ViPR server. This register message primarily provides authentication and connects the client to the ViPR server. VAP provides several messages for different purposes:

- **Publish:** The Publish message informs the ViPR server of service information. There are two types of Publishes supported in ViPR. The first is the ViPR Service (VService). This informs the ViPR server of the SIP URIs on the call agent and black and white lists used by the ViPR server to block validations. The ViPR server stores that information locally and uses it during the validation process, as described above. The second Publish is the ViPR Number Service. The ViPR server, upon receiving this message, performs a Store operation into the DHT.

- **UploadVCR:** This message comes in two flavors—a originating and terminating message. An originating UploadVCR comes from a call agent upon completion of a non-ViPR call to the PSTN. A terminating UploadVCR comes from an agent upon completion of a call received FROM the PSTN. The ViPR server behavior for both messages is very different. For originating UploadVCR, the ViPR server will store these, and at a random time later, query the DHT for the called number and attempt validation against the ViPR servers that are found. For a terminating UploadVCR, the ViPR server will store these, awaiting receipt of a validation against them.

- **Subscribe:** Call agents can subscribe for information from the ViPR server. There is one service that call agent can subscribe for: Number Service. When a new number is validated, the ViPR server will send a Notify to the call agent, containing the validated number, the ticket, and a set of SIP trunk URIs.

- **Notify:** The ViPR server sends this message to the call agent when it has an event to report for a particular subscription.

The VAP protocol provides authentication by including an integrity object in each message. This integrity message is the hash of the contents of the message and a shared secret between the ViPR server and the client. VAP can also be run over TLS, which enhances security further.

### 3. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
4. VAP Message Structure

VAP messages follow the syntax and structure of Session Traversal Utilities for NAT (STUN) [RFC5389]. It also shares the same transaction model as STUN. However, aside from its common syntax and transaction model, STUN and VAP are unrelated.

VAP messages are encoded in binary using network-oriented format (most significant byte or octet first, also commonly known as big-endian). The transmission order is described in detail in Appendix B of RFC791 [RFC0791]. Unless otherwise noted, numeric constants are in decimal (base 10).

All VAP messages MUST start with a 20-byte header followed by zero or more Attributes. The VAP header contains a VAP message type, message length, magic cookie and transaction ID.

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0 0|     VAP Message Type      |         Message Length        |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                         Magic Cookie                          |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
|                     Transaction ID (96 bits)                  |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Figure 2: Format of VAP Message Header

The most significant two bits of every VAP message MUST be zeroes.

The message type defines the message class (request, success response, failure response) and the message method (the primary function) of the VAP message. Although there are four message classes, there is only one type of transaction in VAP: request/response transactions (which consist of a request message and a response message). Response classes are split into error and success responses to aid in quickly processing the VAP message.
The message type field is decomposed further into the following structure:

```
0 1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5
```

```
+---------------+
| M | M | M | M | C | M | M | M |
+---------------+
```

Here the bits in the message type field are shown as most-significant (M11) through least-significant (M0). M11 through M0 represent a 12-bit encoding of the method. C1 and C0 represent a 2-bit encoding of the class. A class of 0b00 is a Request, a class of 0b10 is a success response, and a class of 0b11 is an error response. The method and class are orthogonal, so that for each method, a request, success response, error response and indication are defined for that method.

The magic cookie field MUST contain the fixed value 0x41666679 in network byte order (note that this is a different value than STUN).

The transaction ID is a 96 bit identifier, used to uniquely identify VAP transactions. For request/response transactions, the transaction ID is chosen by the VAP client for the request and echoed by the server in the response. The transaction ID MUST be uniformly and randomly chosen from the interval 0 .. 2**96-1, and SHOULD be cryptographically random. The client MUST choose a new transaction ID for new transactions. Success and error responses MUST carry the same transaction ID as their corresponding request.

The message length MUST contain the size, in bytes, of the message not including the 20 byte VAP header. Since all VAP attributes are padded to a multiple of four bytes, the last two bits of this field are always zero.

Following the VAP fixed portion of the header are zero or more attributes. Each attribute is TLV (type-length-value) encoded. The details of the attributes themselves is given in Section 10.3.

The methods defined in VAP, and their corresponding method values, are:
After the VAP header are zero or more attributes. Each attribute is TLV encoded, with a 16 bit type, 16 bit length, and variable value. Each attribute MUST end on a 32 bit boundary:

---

The Length refers to the length of the actual useful content of the Value portion of the attribute, measured in bytes. Since VAP aligns attributes on 32 bit boundaries, attributes whose content is not a multiple of 4 bytes are padded with 1, 2 or 3 bytes of padding so that they are a multiple of 4 bytes. Such padding is only needed with attributes that take freeform strings, such as USERNAME. For attributes that contain more structured data, the attributes are constructed to align on 32 bit boundaries. The value in the Length field refers to the length of the Value part of the attribute prior to padding - i.e., the useful content. Consequently, when parsing messages, implementations will need to round up the Length field to the nearest multiple of four in order to find the start of the next attribute.

5. VAP Transactions

This section describes the general behavior of VAP transactions, regardless of the method.
5.1. Transport and Connection Management

VAP runs only over TCP. UDP is not supported. As a consequence, transactions are simple. For each transaction, the client sends a single request, and the server sends a response.

VAP can also be run over TLS. The server MUST implement TLS, and the client SHOULD utilize it. The TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA ciphersuite MUST be implemented. The client MUST verify that the server certificate matches a configured value associated with the ViPR server that is to be used. The server MUST accept any certificate from the client. Client authentication is performed using a simple digest technique.

Reliability of VAP over TCP and TLS-over-TCP is handled by TCP itself, and there are no retransmissions at the VAP protocol level. However, for a request/response transaction, if the client has not received a response by \( T_i \) seconds after it sent the SYN to establish the connection, it considers the transaction to have timed out. \( T_i \) SHOULD be configurable and SHOULD have a default of 39.5s.

In addition, if the client is unable to establish the TCP connection, or the TCP connection is reset or fails before a response is received, any request/response transaction in progress is considered to have failed.

The client MAY send multiple transactions over a single TCP (or TLS-over-TCP) connection, and it MAY send another request before receiving a response to the previous. The client SHOULD keep the connection open until it
- has no further VAP requests to send over that connection, and;
- has no outstanding subscriptions

At the server end, the server SHOULD keep the connection open, and let the client close it, unless the server has determined that the connection has timed out (for example, due to the client disconnecting from the network). The server SHOULD NOT close a connection if a request was received over that connection for which a response was not sent. A server MUST NOT ever open a connection back towards the client in order to send a response. Servers SHOULD follow best practices regarding connection management in cases of overload.

5.2. Requestor Procedures

Though VAP is a client/server protocol, the ViPR server can asynchronously send requests towards the client call agent. As such, this section defines transaction rules in terms of the requestor (the
entity sending the request) and the responder (the entity receiving the request).

5.2.1. Generating Requests

The requestor MUST construct a request message based on the syntax in Section 4. The message class MUST be a request. The method depends on the method of the request.

The requestor MUST add a MESSAGE-INTEGRITY, REALM and USERNAME attribute to the request message. The USERNAME contains a string which is the provisioned username identifying the client to the VAP server. The REALM attribute MUST have the value of "ViPR". The MESSAGE-INTEGRITY is computed as described in Section 10.3.3. That computation relies on a 16-byte key. The 16-byte key for MESSAGE-INTEGRITY HMAC is formed by taking the MD5 hash of the result of concatenating the following five fields: (1) The username, with any quotes and trailing nulls removed, (2) A single colon, (3) The realm, with any quotes and trailing nulls removed, (4) A single colon, and (5) The password, with any trailing nulls removed. Note that the password itself never appears in the message.

This format for the key was chosen so as to enable a common authentication database for SIP, which uses digest authentication as defined in RFC 2617 [RFC2617].

The request will contain other attributes depending on the method.

5.2.2. Receiving Responses

All responses MUST first be authenticated by the requestor. Authentication is performed by first comparing the Transaction ID of the response to an outstanding request. If there is no match, the requestor MUST discard the response. Then the requestor SHOULD check the response for a MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attribute. If not present, it MUST discard the response, except for error responses with response codes 431 and 436. If MESSAGE-INTEGRITY is present, the requestor computes the HMAC over the response. The key that is used MUST be same as used to compute the MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attribute in the request.

If the computed HMAC matches the one from the response, processing continues. If the response was discarded, in cases where the failure is due to an implementation error, this will cause timeout of the transaction.

If the response is an Error Response, the requestor checks the response code from the ERROR-CODE attribute of the response. For a
400 (Bad Request) response code, the requestor SHOULD generate an alarm (a notification here refers to some kind of indication, sent to the administrator of the system, indicating an error condition. Notification mechanisms include SNMP alarms, logs, syslog, and so on, and are a matter of local implementation) containing the reason phrase.

For a 431 (Integrity Check Failure) response code, this is typically caused by a mis-provisioning of the password. The requestor SHOULD generate an alarm and SHOULD NOT retry.

If the requestor receives a 436 (Unknown Username) response, it means that the username it provided in the request is unknown. This is typically due to a provisioning error, a consequence of a mismatched username. The requestor SHOULD generate an alarm.

The requestor MUST ignore any attributes from the response whose attribute type were not understood by the requestor.

5.3. Responder Behaviors

5.3.1. Receiving Requests

A responder will receive requests on an existing TCP connection, either one initiated by the client, or the one accepted by the ViPR server.

If a responder cannot process a request because the request does not meet the syntactic requirements necessary for the processing described below, the responder SHOULD reject the request with an error response and include an ERROR-CODE attribute with a response code of 400 (Bad Request). If the request is so malformed that a response cannot be generated, the request is just dropped. Error codes for specific failures are not provided, since these failures would not be seen in a functionally correct system. The protocol only provides error codes for errors that can arise due to misconfiguration or network error. Note, however, that a responder SHOULD NOT verify that a requestor has generated the request in full compliance to this specification; it should only validate what it needs to perform the processing described for handling the request.

First, the responder authenticates the request. The request will contain a USERNAME, REALM, and MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attribute. If the USERNAME is unknown, the responder generates an error response with an ERROR-CODE attribute with a response code of 436 (Unknown Username). The response MUST include the REALM, but MUST omit the MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attribute.
The responder computes the HMAC over the request. If the computed HMAC differs from the one from the MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attribute in the request, the responder MUST generate an error response with an ERROR-CODE attribute with a response code of 431 (Integrity Check Failure). This response MUST include a REALM but MUST omit the MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attribute.

The responder MUST ignore any attributes from the request whose attribute type were not understood by the responder.

5.3.2. Sending Responses

To construct the response the responder follows the message structure described in Section 4. The message type MUST indicate either a success response or error response class and MUST indicate the same method as the request. The responder MUST copy the transaction ID from the request to the response.

The attributes that get added to the response depend on the type of response.

When sending an error response, the server MUST add an ERROR-CODE attribute containing the error code. The reason phrase is not fixed, but SHOULD be something suitable for the error code.

All responses except for an error response with ERROR-CODE of 431 and 436 will contain a MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attribute. All responses will contain a REALM attribute. The computation of the message integrity is based on the same username value present in the request (along with its corresponding password); however the response SHOULD NOT contain the USERNAME attribute.

All responses MUST be sent on the same TCP connection on which the request was received. If this connection has closed, the responder MUST NOT open a new connection in order to try to send the response. The transaction is considered failed in this case.

6. State Model

The state model for VAP is shown in Figure Figure 6. This state is built up as a consequence of the primary messages which build state on the ViPR server: Register, Publish, UploadVCR and Subscribe.
It is important to understand that the ViPR client publishes two unique sets of information to the ViPR server:

1. The set of numbers that are reachable by the client through a particular ViPR service,

2. The set of ViPR services

Both of these are uploaded from the client to the ViPR server using a VAP Publish operation. The ViPR clients have the concept of a "ViPR Service" (not to be confused with ViPR server). A ViPR service is a unique instance of ViPR processing in a call agent - and is associated with a specific DHT, specific routes, specific domain, specific set of numbers to use, and specific set of policies governing operation. When a client publishes a number, it is always associated with a specific ViPR service, or VService. Multiple clients can publish the same VServices, and they will differ only in
the routes associated with that VService, as each client will have its own route to reach the same VService.

The ViPR server actively tracks the association of clients, VServices, routes, DHTs, BlackWhite lists, and VServiceIDs. Number publications and VService publications are differentiated from each other by different serviceID values in attributes in the Publish request. To be thoroughly confusing, this serviceID is not the same as a VServiceID. ServiceID refers to whether something is a VService publication or number publication, and is an enumerated value, whereas a VServiceID is an instance ID for a particular VService. The ViPR server only actually stores the VService publications; when receiving a Publish for a number service, the corresponding data is written directly to the DHT and then forgotten by the ViPR server. The ViPR server doesn't take any responsibility for removing the state or for keeping it fresh. All of this is the responsibility of the ViPR client. Consequently, VAP itself is not responsible for maintaining this information.

Firstly, when a client connects, it will Register to the ViPR server. That creates an instance of the client object, which is assigned a unique handle that identifies it. The client object is one of the key pieces of state (ViPR service being the other). All subsequent messaging from the client includes that Client-Handle, allowing the ViPR server to immediately determine the client associated with the messaging.

The client can issue subscriptions for services over its connection to the ViPR server. The ViPR server remembers the set of subscriptions from that client.

The VService publication builds the next large block of state. When a VService publication is received from a client, the ViPR server creates the VService object if it didn’t have one yet for that VServiceID. Each distinct instance of a VService publication gets linked to it, and each distinct instance is, in turn, associated with one or more routes. Each route has a SIP URI, but the internal structure of the route is opaque to the ViPR server. It parses no deeper than the route element itself; the contents are not parsed, examined or checked by the ViPR server. This allows for future extensibility on how call routing is done. The VService itself has a numberCount, domain, BlackWhite list and DHT, all of which are learned from the VService publication. The VServiceID is 1-1 associated with each VService.

Finally, each UploadVCR, whether it is originating or terminating, contains a VServiceID as well. This binds it to a particular VService. It is important to note that, the linkage from VCRs to
VServices is indirect, through the VServiceID. This allows a temporary outage to break all client connections, which will delete the VService objects, but keep the VCRs and the VServiceIDs. When the clients reconnect, the VServices are rebuilt, along with their IDs, and once again can be linked to the VCRs.

When the VAP connection terminates, the client object and subscription state from the corresponding client is destroyed. Any instances of a VService from that client are destroyed. If there are no longer any instances of the VService left, the VService itself is destroyed. The VCRs are not affected by the termination of a connection from a client.

When the client TCP connection breaks or keepalives cease to be sent, the ViPR server will remove the registration, subscription and VServiceID to SIP trunk/DHT mappings. Similarly, on the client side, if the TCP connection breaks, the client must create a new TCP connection, register without a handle, subscribe and performs its VService publications.

The VAP state above is, in addition, utterly and completely orthogonal to the state of the DHT itself. That state is driven through number service publications, which cause storage operations into the DHT.

7. Protocol Versioning

Each version of VAP has a major and minor version number. This specification describes major version 1, minor version 0. It is anticipated that the protocol may require updating in the future.

If an update can be done such that an older client will work with a newer server, and an older server with a newer client, this MUST be done using an increase in the minor version number within the major version. This would typically include bug fixes and minor extensions. If a protocol change is such that it cannot be understood by previous servers and clients, this MUST be done using an increase in the major version number of the protocol.

This specification further requires that, in addition to the most recent version of the protocol they understand, a client MUST understand the previous major version number. For example, a client supporting version 2.1 would also need to support version 1.0.

The protocol version number is included in client register messages, and negotiation as part of that exchange.
This allows for a graceful upgrade procedure. When a new version of the protocol is to be rolled out, the clients are upgraded first, each in turn. When they are upgraded, they’ll come back, but during registration, notices that the servers only support a previous major version. The clients thus switch to the previous version of the protocol. Once all of the clients are updated, the servers can be updated. When the clients connect to them, they will utilize the newest version of the protocol.

8. ViPR Client Procedures

8.1. Discovery

VAP provides no discovery mechanism. The client must be provisioned with the domain names and/or IP addresses and ports of its ViPR servers. Typically, a client will be provisioned with two servers – a primary and a backup.

8.2. Registration

Once a TCP connection is established, the client MUST perform a registration. This applies to all TCP connections held by the client for purposes of high availability.

The client constructs a Register request based on the basic client procedures in Section 5.2. In addition, the client MUST include the Client-Name attribute. This field is used strictly for debugging purposes and indicates the name of the client to the server.

If the client is registering for the first time towards this ViPR server, the registration MUST omit the Client-Handle attribute.

If the client is registering for the first time towards this ViPR server (and thus there was not Client-Handle attribute), the client MUST include a Protocol-Version attribute in the request. This includes the major and minor version number of the most recent version of the protocol supported by the client. For purposes of extensibility, in addition to their current version of the client protocol, a client MUST support the previous major version as well.

The client MUST include the Client-Label attribute in the request. However, it is not used and its contents are arbitrary.

Once constructed, the client sends the Register request to the ViPR server. The response is processed using the general techniques in Section 5.2. Assuming a success response is ultimately received, it indicates that the client has successfully registered. This response
will contain a Client-Handle attribute. The client MUST retain this handle and store it for the lifetime of the client's connection to the server. The response will also contain the Keepalive attribute, which tells the client how often it needs to keepalive its registration to the server.

If the response to the initial Register request (one without a Client-Handle) is an error response with an ERROR-CODE attribute with a response code of 478, it means that the server does not support the major protocol version signaled by the client. The client MUST extract the Protocol-Version attribute from the error response. This attribute indicates the major and minor versions supported by the server. Based on the principles in Section 7, the client will be able to support a version of the protocol that has a major protocol version matching the one in the Protocol-Version attribute of the error response. The client MUST switch to this version of the protocol, and then MUST generate a new Register request (without a Client-Handle), indicating a Protocol-Version equal to the new, lower version of the protocol.

If the response to the initial Register request (one without a Client-Handle) is an error response with an ERROR-CODE attribute with a response code of 477, it means that the server believes that the client has already registered on this connection. There has been a state synchronization error. The client SHOULD generate an alarm, and then tear down the TCP connection. It MUST open a new TCP connection, and then generate a fresh Register request (without a Client-Handle) over that connection.

If the Register message was for an existing connection (and thus a keepalive), and thus included the Client-Handle attribute in the request, but the response was a Register Error response with an ERROR-RESPONSE with a response code of 471, the client MUST consider this a failure of the connection. It SHOULD attempt a new connection and a new Register, but without a Client-Handle.

During an initial Register (one that omits Client-Handle), the client MUST NOT generate any subsequent requests until that Register transaction completes.

If the TCP connection fails, the client needs to reconnect and create a new registration without the handle, and furthermore, resubscribe and republish as needed. In other words, on the client side, the lifetime of the handle is equal to the lifetime of the TCP connection. The server also holds onto the handle as long as the connection is active. However, it will also watch for refreshes of registrations, and if it doesn’t see one fast enough, remove the client registration, the handle, and state received from that client,
8.3. Unregistering

A client that wishes to terminate its connection gracefully does so using the Unregister request. This request is first constructed as described in Section 5.2. Once constructed, the client MUST add the Client-Handle attribute to the request, and send it to the ViPR server.

If the response was an error response and was of type 400, it means that the client did not construct the request properly. The client MUST NOT retry unless it changes the content or set of attributes in the request to match the requirements defined here.

If the response was an error response with an ERROR-RESPONSE attribute with a response code of 471, the client MUST consider this a failure of the connection. It indicates a synchronization error between client and server. The client SHOULD generate an alarm.

If the response was an error response and was of type 474, it means that the client sent an Unregister request on a TCP connection but had not yet registered. If the client had registered, there has been some kind of synchronization error. The client SHOULD generate an alarm.

In all cases, success or error responses, the client MUST consider all subscriptions to this server terminated, and consider all published VServices to this server as unpublished. The client MUST terminate the TCP connection after the response has been received.

8.4. Publishing Services

Publish requests inform the ViPR server of information from the client. There are two types, VService publications and number publications. These differ in the value of the ServiceIdentity attribute.

All publications contain a ServiceContent attribute which contains an XML element that defines the service. The schema for the ServiceContent element depends on whether the publication is a VService or number publication.

The Publish request MUST contain a ServiceVersion attribute. This attribute is a version number that increments by at least one every time a particular service (identified by a unique VService, instance, service ID and sub-service ID value) changes in any way. If the service data different from the previous published value, the
ServiceVersion attribute MUST increase. If the service data is the same as the previous published value, the ServiceVersion SHOULD stay the same, but MAY increase. Consequently, increasing version numbers are not a guarantee that there was a change; only that lack of increasing version number is a guarantee that there was no change.

If a client loses track of the previous version number of the service (due, for example, to a restart), it MUST choose a new instance ID and then it can reset the ServiceVersion.

Finally, the Publish Request MUST contain a ServiceContent attribute. This attribute contains the actual service data. Its actual structure and syntax are a function of the service and sub-service.

If the response was an error response and was of type 472, it means that the client didn’t increment the sequence number. More likely, it indicates that the client has inadvertently forgotten the version number of the service and gotten out of sync with the server. The client SHOULD choose a new instance ID for this service, withdraw the old one, and publish the new one.

If the response was an error response and was of type 474, it means that the client sent a Publish request on a TCP connection but had not yet registered. If the client hadn’t registered, it MUST now do so. If it had registered, there has been some kind of synchronization error. The client SHOULD generate an alarm. Then, it MUST generate a new register (without the Client-Handle), flushing all subscriptions.

If the response was an error response and was of type 400, it means that the client did not construct the request properly. The client MUST NOT retry unless it changes the content or set of attributes in the request to match the requirements defined here.

If the response was a success, the publication has been accepted.

8.4.1. VService

The VService indicates the critical information for the VService identified by the VService ID. Typically, a call agent will run on many servers, each of which is listening for SIP traffic on a specific IP address and port. Each such IP address and port forms a particular instance of the VService, and represents an alternative SIP destination for receiving incoming calls. The instance ID is a unique identifier, within the scope of the VServiceID, which identifies that call agent server.

The additional information placed into the VService publication will
not vary amongst different instances. That information is:

- The DHT that the client wishes its numbers to be published into for this VService. This must always be the name of the public ViPR DHT, which is "Quetzalcoatl".
- The domain name associated with this VService, e.g., example.com. This domain name is used by the ViPR server at the end of the validation process.
- The set of routes which can be used to reach a SIP server on the call agent instance. Each route contains a SIP URI, in addition to extensions to allow for future advanced routing. This parameter of the VService data is instance specific.
- A black/white list of domains. These are used by the ViPR server during the validation protocol. The white list contains the set of domains that this domain wishes to only federate with. The black list contains the list of domains that this domain does not wish to federate with.
- A count of the number of phone numbers being published for this VService. This is used for quota management on the ViPR server.

Note that the VService does not contain phone numbers. VService information is not stored into the DHT by the ViPR server. It is stored locally on the ViPR server and used to support the validation protocol.

Section 10.1 defines the XML schema for the object included in the Publish request.

The SIP URI is constructed as follows:

1. The scheme MUST be sip.
2. The user part MUST be an identifier which is unique to this agent and is identical for all instances of that call agent. For example, if a call agent consists of two servers for purposes of availability, and either can be used, the user part will be identical in the SIP URI published by each server.
3. The domain part MUST be the domain associated with this call agent, and MUST match certificates that the domain can obtain.
4. There MUST be a port and it MUST be the port on which incoming SIP invites can be received.
5. There MUST be an maddr URI parameter, and it MUST contain the IP address or hostname of the instance of the call agent server.
6. The transport URI parameter MUST be present and MUST be TCP.

There will be one or more URI per each instance of the call agent. The IP address in the URI MUST be a publicly reachable one. If the call agent is to be reached through a border element, the IP address and port on the border element MUST be used here.
The use of the IP address in the maddr parameter allows the system to operate without DNS support.

An example document for a VService on the public DHT is:

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<service-description
xmlns="http://www.cisco.com/namespaces/saf-uc" id="has7gg"
xmlns:vt="http://www.cisco.com/namespaces/viprtrunk"
schemaVersion="1.0">
<tns:vservice xmlns:tns="http://www.cisco.com/namespaces/viprtrunk">
<tns:DHTname>Quetzalcoatl</tns:DHTname>
<tns:DIDCount>3670</tns:DIDCount>
<tns:domain>example.com</tns:domain>
<tns:whitelist>
<tns:domain>example.com</tns:domain>
<tns:domain>foo.edu</tns:domain>
</tns:whitelist>
<tns:route>
<tns:SIPURI>
sip:17ahhs7zpaksux6z5==@example.com:2371;maddr=1.2.3.4;transport=tcp
</tns:SIPURI>
</tns:route>
</tns:vservice>
</service-description>
```

Figure 7: Example ServiceContent

The ViPR client SHOULD publish each ViPR trunk service to both its primary and backup ViPR server, for purposes of HA.

8.4.2. ViPR Number Service

The ViPR number service is used to publish the numbers that are associated with the VService. It is published as a separate service due to the differing state requirements associated with the numbers. For the VService, the ViPR server stores the information and does not actually publish it into the DHT. For ViPR number service, the ViPR server immediately writes the data into the DHT and doesn’t actually store it locally. The ViPR server does not refresh the data in the DHT on its own, nor does it withdraw the data from the DHT when the client disconnects. The ViPR client is responsible for refreshing the data in the DHT by periodically refreshing each of its numbers in each DHT. The numbers in the DHT have a configurable expiration. Consequently, the ViPR client has to refresh the data prior to the expiration. There is no way in VAP to remove a number from the DHT;
it is merely left to expire.

The ViPR client SHOULD publish each service to both its primary and backup ViPR server, for purposes of HA. Next, the client constructs a ViPR number service advertisement. Unlike VService advertisements, which utilize an XML object in the ServiceContent attribute, number services utilize only VAP attributes. The Publish message will contain a ServiceIdentity attribute and a CalledNum attribute. The VServiceID of the ServiceIdentity attribute indicates the VService for this number, and is used by the ViPR server to determine which DHT to publish into. The CalledNum attribute contains the number to be published into the DHT. The ServiceVersion attribute is not present.

8.5. Updating the VService

A client can change the VService information at any time. Typically, changes in the black or white list will require an updated VService publication, as will changes in the set of servers listening for incoming SIP traffic.

To update a VService, the client modifies its service description, and creates a new Publish request. This request is first formed as described in Section 4. This request MUST contain the ServiceIdentity attribute, identifying the service to be modified. The request MUST also contain the ServiceContent attributes, containing the relevant information for the service.

The request MUST contain a ServiceVersion attribute. That version number MUST be at least one higher than the version number in the previous publication for the same service (as identified by service ID, subservice ID and instance).

If the response was an error response and was of type 472, it means that the client didn’t increment the sequence number. More likely, it indicates that the client has inadvertently forgotten the version number of the service and gotten out of sync with the server. The client SHOULD choose a new instance ID for this service, unregister, reconnect, re-register, and republish.

If the response was an error response and was of type 474, it means that the client sent a Publish request on a TCP connection but had not yet registered. If the client hadn’t registered, it MUST now do so. If it had registered, there has been some kind of synchronization error. The client SHOULD generate an alarm. Then, it MUST generate a new register (without the Client-Handle).

If the response was an error response and was of type 400, it means
that the client did not construct the request properly. The client
MUST NOT retry unless it changes the content or set of attributes in
the request to match the requirements defined here.

If a client is no longer capable of receiving SIP requests at the URI
it previously published, it should remove its VService by sending an
Unpublish request.

8.6. Uploading VCRs

When the call agent initiates or receives a call that goes towards
the PSTN, whether it be through a PSTN gateway or through a SIP trunk
to a service provider, the call agent MUST send an UploadVCR request
to its primary server ViPR server. It SHOULD send its terminating
UploadVCRs to its secondary ViPR server, and SHOULD NOT send its
originating UploadVCRs to its secondary. The UploadVCR request is
first constructed like any other VAP request. This means it will
contain the USERNAME, REALM, and MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attributes.

In addition, it MUST contain a CallingNum, CalledNum, StartTime and
StopTime attribute. The CallDirection attribute is set as described
in Section 10.3.14.

The UploadVCR request MUST contain a ServiceIdentity attribute. The
serviceID is 100, the subservice ID is 3 (ViPR number service) and
the VService ID must identify the VService for which this UploadVCR
is associated. The instance is arbitrary and are ignored by the ViPR
server.

If the response was an error response and was of type 474, it means
that the client sent a UploadVCR request on a TCP connection but had
not yet registered and had not yet sent a VService publication with a
VServiceID matching that of the UploadVCR. If the client hadn’t
registered and published a matching VService, it MUST now do so. If
it had, there has been some kind of synchronization error. The
client SHOULD generate an alarm. Then, it MUST disconnect, generate
a new register (without the Client-Handle) and a new VService
publication.

If the response was an error response and was of type 400, it means
that the client did not construct the request properly. The client
MUST NOT retry unless it changes the content or set of attributes in
the request to match the requirements defined here.

8.7. Subscribing to Number Service

In order to learn about validated numbers, a ViPR client MUST
subscribe for the ViPR Number Service. The client should subscribe
To just its primary ViPR server.

To create a subscription, the client creates a Subscribe request. The request is formed as described in Section 4. It MUST NOT be sent if the client has not previously generated a successful Register request on this connection.

Each initial Subscribe request MUST omit the SubscriptionID attribute; that attribute is only used when withdrawing a subscription. The client MUST include a ServiceIdentity attribute in the request. The service ID MUST be 101, the subserviceID MUST be 3, the VServiceID MUST be the VServiceID for the VService from which learned numbers are desired, and the instance value MUST be all ones. This will cause the client to receive notifications upon validated numbers learned as a consequence of an UploadVCR for that VService.

8.8. Unsubscribing to Services

A client MAY terminate a subscription at any time. To do that, it sends an Unsubscribe request. This request MUST contain the SubscriptionID attribute identifying the subscription to be terminated. Note that this unsubscription will affect only the subscription identified by the subscription ID. Other subscriptions will continue to be in effect.

The client MAY generate additional Unsubscribe requests while the transactions for previous Subscribe, Publish or Unpublish requests are in progress. By definition a client can only Unsubscribe a subscription for which it had already received a successful response to a Subscribe request that created the subscription.

If the response was an error response and was of type 474, it means that the client sent a Subscribe request on a TCP connection but had not yet registered. If the client hadn’t registered, it MUST now do so. If it had registered, there has been some kind of synchronization error. The client SHOULD generate an alarm. Then, it MUST generate a new register (without the Client-Handle).

If the response was an error response and was of type 476, it means that the client sent an Unsubscribe request for a subscription which does not exist. The client SHOULD generate an alarm, since a synchronization error has occurred. It should however proceed as if the withdrawal was successful.

If the response was an error response and was of type 400, it means that the client did not construct the request properly. The client MUST NOT retry unless it changes the content or set of attributes in the request to match the requirements defined here.
8.9. Receiving Notify

The ViPR server will generate a Notify request when a new number and route are learned. It will send this Notify request to all clients which have subscribed to the corresponding VService.

Once the client has received a successful response to its Subscribe request, the client MUST be prepared to receive Notify requests on the TCP connection to its ViPR server. When the client receives a Notify request, it searches for the SubscriptionID attribute in the request. This informs the client of the subscription that this notification is associated with. If this subscriptionID is known to the client, it proceeds. Otherwise, it MUST generate a Notify error response with a 476 response code in an ERROR-RESPONSE attribute. When this occurs, there has been a synchronization error between the client and server in the set of valid subscriptions. This event SHOULD be alarmed, and the contents of the Notify not used.

The Notify request will contain a ServiceIdentity attribute and a ServiceContent attribute, in addition to the standard authentication attributes and the SubscriptionID attribute. The ViPR client must verify that the ServiceIdentity has service 100, subservice 3. It looks at the instance value, and checks that the topmost 64 bits of the instance contain a VServiceID that matches one for which the ViPR client is currently interested in learning about. The ViPR client then extracts the contents of the ServiceContent attribute. This will be an XML object, formatted as described below.

The client SHOULD store the phone number, SIP URI and Ticket. When receiving a future call to that phone number, it SHOULD send a SIP INVITE request to the SIP URI and include the ticket in an X-Cisco-ViPR-Ticket header field.

8.10. Receiving PublishRevoke

The PublishRevoke method is defined only for the VService, not for the Number Service. The ViPR server will send a PublishRevoke for a VService if the corresponding DHT is no longer available. The request will contain the ServiceIdentity attribute, which indicates the specific VService and instance that are being withdrawn. If these correspond to a known VService, the client should consider that service deactivated, and periodically try to republish it.

9. ViPR Server Procedures
9.1. Connection Establishment

The ViPR server MUST be prepared to receive incoming TCP or TLS connections on a configure port. Whether or not TCP or TLS is used, is a configured property of that port.

9.2. Registration

The purpose of registrations is to create VAP client objects, which represent a VAP connection and contain the state described in Section 6, and then link those with a TCP connection. Each VAP connection can be considered a client object, linked to one and only one TCP connection at a time.

The first request that the server will receive over the TCP connection will be a Register request. This request is first processed as described in Section 5.3. Assuming those procedures succeed, the server checks for the Client-Handle attribute in the Register request. If present, the server checks if it currently has a client state object with that handle. If the client object was already bound to another TCP connection, that other TCP connection MUST be closed by the server, and then the new TCP connection MUST be bound to the client object.

If the Register request had a Client-Handle attribute, but there were no client objects with that handle, the server MUST generate an error response and MUST include an ERROR-CODE attribute with a response code of 471. This is due to a state synchronization error between the client and server. The server SHOULD generate an alarm.

If the Register did not have a Client-Handle attribute, it is a request to create a client object. The server examines the Protocol-Version attribute from the request. If the major version indicated in the attribute is higher than the version supported by the server, the server MUST reject the Register request with an error response and include an ERROR-CODE attribute with a response code of 478. That error response MUST include a Protocol-Version attribute that contains the major and minor protocol versions supported by the server.

Next, the server MUST create a new client object, and allocate a new Client-Handle for it. The Client-Handle MUST be unique amongst all other Client-Handles known to this server, across all clients that are connected to it.

If the registration succeeds, the server sends a success response. This response MUST include the Client-Handle attribute containing the handle created by the server. The response MUST include a Keepalive
attribute, indicating the time in milliseconds that the server will need to see traffic from the client in order to continue to maintain the client object.

9.3. Unregistration

The client can gracefully disconnect by using an Unregister request.

If the server receives an Unregister request on a TCP connection, it first looks for the client object bound to that connection. If there is no client object bound to it, it means that the client has sent an Unregister request prior to registering, or there has been some kind of synchronization error. The server MUST respond with an error response, and MUST include an ERROR-CODE attribute with a response code of 474.

Otherwise, if the client object is known to the server, it MUST generate a success response. Once it does, the server MUST destroy the client, its associated subscriptions, and published VService instances. It then sets a timer equal to thirty seconds. If the client has not closed the TCP connection bound to this client object, the server MUST close the TCP connection.

If, as a consequence of the deletion of those VService instances, there are no longer any instances left for a VService, that VService and its associated data (BlackWhite, DHT, numberCount) are removed.

Note that unregistration does not ever remove VCRs.

9.4. Publication

Behavior depends on whether the publication is for the VService or the ViPR number service.

The ViPR server extracts the ServiceIdentity attribute. If the value is not one of the following:

1. ServiceID is 101 and SubserviceID is 3.
2. ServiceID is 101 and SubserviceID is 4

the ViPR server sends a 400 response.

9.4.1. VService

If the Publish request is for service 100, sub-service 4, it indicates that this was for the VService. The ViPR server first looks for the client object bound to that connection. If there is no client object bound to it, it means that the client has sent a
Publish request prior to registering, or there has been some kind of synchronization error. The server MUST respond with an error response, and MUST include an ERROR-CODE attribute with a response code of 474.

The ViPR server extracts the contents of the ServiceContent attribute. This will be an XML object structured as defined in Section 10.1. It also extracts the VServiceID and Instance values from the ServiceIdentity attribute.

First, the ViPR server checks if it has any VService objects with the VServiceID from the publish.

- If it does, it replaces the BlackWhite, numberCount, domain, and DHTName parameters of that VService with the ones from the publish. Next, it checks to see if the instance is currently an instance associated with that VService:
  - If it is, the route elements for that instance are replaced with the route values from the publish.
  - If it is not, a new instance object is created, associated with the client and the VService, and is linked with the route values from the publish.
- If it does not, it creates a new VService object, and associates it with the values of the BlackWhite, numberCount, domain, and DHTName parameters of the VService. Next, it creates a new instance, associates it with the VService, The route values from the publish are associated with that instance.

ViPR server sends a Publish success response. The ViPR server looks for all other ViPR services in the same DHT as the one from this Publish, it sums up their numberCounts, and includes that value in the "current" field of the Quota attribute in the Publish response. Since there is a limit on the count of the numbers that can be published into the DHT, this mechanism allows the ViPR server to inform the clients about the total usage across all clients of this ViPR server. Note further, that since the ViPR server itself does not have local memory of the numbers it stored into the DHT, the ViPR server cannot determine how many numbers have been placed into the DHT for a particular VService. That information is known only to the client. That is why the client informs the ViPR server of how many numbers it has published as part of the VService publication.

The ViPR server places its configured per-DHT limit for that DHT into the "limit" field in the Quota attribute in the Publish response. This tells the clients the maximum count of phone numbers which can be published.
The ViPR server includes a DHTLifetime attribute in the response. This attribute indicates the amount of time that data will remain in the DHT prior to be expunged. This is a configured property of the DHT.

9.4.2. ViPR Number Service

If the server receives a Publish request for service 100, sub-service 3, it indicates that this was for the ViPR Number Service. The ViPR server first looks for the client object bound to that connection. If there is no client object bound to it, it means that the client has sent a Publish request prior to registering, or there has been some kind of synchronization error. The ViPR server MUST respond with an error response, and MUST include an ERROR-CODE attribute with a response code of 474. The ViPR server extracts the VServiceID from the ServiceIdentity attribute. It checks that, for that VServiceID, there is a VService object currently being stored. If not, the ViPR server MUST respond with an error response, and MUST include an ERROR-CODE attribute with a response code of 474.

Next, the ViPR server extracts the number from the CalledNum attribute. The ViPR server extracts the DHT from the VService object associated with the VServiceID from the Publish. For the number, the ViPR server takes the number and treats it as an ASCII string, called the suffix seed.

Next, the ViPR server generates two additional strings. The first is formed by taking the suffix seed, and prepending the string "COPY1". The second is formed by taking the suffix seed and prepending the string "COPY2".

Each of the three values is passed through the SHA-1 hash function, producing 160 bits. The least significant 128 bits of this are taken. Those 128 bits, for each of the three values, form the Resource-ID against which a STORE is to be performed. Three separate stores are performed in order to provide security in the DHT. Each store operation writes an object into the DHT whose value is a dictionary (or map) entry.

Conceptually:

Store(Resource-ID, object)

Where Resource-ID is the 128 bit Resource-ID computed above. The stored object is a dictionary entry which has a key and a value:

Object = (key,value)
Here, the key is formed by taking the peerID of the storing node in hex format, without the "0x", appending a "+", followed by the VServiceID in hex format, without the "0x". For example, if a peer with peerID 0x8e60f5fab753037f64ab6c53947fd532 receives a Publish with a VServiceID of 0x7eeb6a7036478351, the resulting key is:

8e60f5fab753037f64ab6c53947fd532+7eeb6a7036478351

Both parts of this key are important. Using the peerID of the node performing the store basically segments the keyspace of the dictionary so that no two peers ever store using the same key. Indeed, the responsible node will verify the signature over the stored data and check the peerID against the value of the key, to make sure that a conflict does not take place. The usage of the VService allows for a single ViPR server to service multiple call agents, and to ensure that numbers published by one call agent (using one VServiceID) do not clobber or step on numbers published by another call agent (using a different VServiceID). The responsible node does not verify or check the VServiceID.

In this version of the protocol, only one of the three stored objects is read. Three are stored to allow an enhancement in the future, which will read all three and use a simple voting algorithm to handle inconsistencies in the results. In this way, if a malicious node returns no result or fakes the result, as long as the remaining two results are retrieved, the validation process can continue. This means that the compromise of a single node has, with only extremely low probability (order $\log(N)/N$ where $N$ is the number of nodes in the ring) of being able to disrupt validation against a number.

The value of the dictionary entry is a sequence of TLV attributes, with the same format used by VAP. In this case, it is a single attribute, the peerID attribute. This attribute is populated with the peerID of the ViPR server in the DHT into which the STORE is being performed. The reason for using the TLV construct is to provide extensibility in the contents of the DHT. In the future, if needed, new ViPR nodes can add additional data, each with a specific attribute type. Older nodes will ignore any unknown attributes and go right for the peerID attribute, while newer ones can process the new and old attributes.

The Store operations are paced into the DHT at a fixed rate. The ViPR server maintains a queue. This queue is filled with store requests. The ViPR server services that queue at a fixed, provisioned rate, the Store Rate Limit. When serviced, the next Store operation in the queue is serviced. Because transactions from clients are pipelined, there can only be as many Store operations in the queue as there are simultaneously connected clients, times three.
(three Stores per Publish, one Publish at a timer per client). The Publish is then responded to with a success response. Note that, a success response is not sent until all three Store operations have been performed. If there is a failure due to inability to store into the DHT, the server returns a 481 error response. Note that a ViPR server cannot disambiguate the first Publish for a service and an updated Publish. It performs identical processing for each.

Note further that, the DHT itself will replicate each of the three stored values, producing a total of nine copies of each number into the DHT.

9.5. Unpublish

The ViPR client can only Unpublish for the VService.

The ViPR server extracts the VServiceID and instance from the ServiceIdentity in the Unpublish. It checks to see if there is an instance with that ID associated with the VService with that VServiceID. If there is, it removes the instance object and its associated SIPURI. If, as a consequence, there are no longer any instances associated with the VService, it deletes the VService object and its associated attributes.

9.6. Subscribe

If the server receives a Subscribe request on a connection, it first looks for the client object bound to that connection. If there is no client object bound to it, it means that the client has sent a Subscribe request prior to registering, or there has been some kind of synchronization error. The server MUST respond with an error response, and MUST include an ERROR-CODE attribute with a response code of 474.

The ViPR server checks that the ServiceIdentity from the request. If verifies that the ServiceID is 101 and the SubServiceID is 3. Any other combination causes the server to return a 400 response. The subscription is to the VServiceID identified in the ServiceIdentity attribute.

If the ServiceIdentity is valid, the server MUST create a new subscription object. It MUST allocate a SubscriptionID for this subscription. This ID MUST be unique across all SubscriptionIDs associated with this client. The subscription MUST be linked with the client object. It is not permitted for there to be multiple subscriptions from a client with identical VServices since each subscription is for a unique service/subservice/VServiceID/instance, the ViPR server can hash these to get a 32 bit SubscriptionID, or
assign them sequentially and store the associations.

The ViPR server then checks the VServiceID from the ServiceIdentity attribute. The ViPR server adds a subscription object to the client object, and associates it with a SubscriptionID and the VServiceID which is being watched.

The server then generates a success response to the Subscribe request. It MUST include the SubscriptionID attribute in the response, identifying this subscription.

9.7. Unsubscribe

If the server receives an Unsubscribe request on a connection, it first looks for the client object bound to that connection. If there is no client object bound to it, it means that the client has sent an Unsubscribe request prior to registering, or there has been some kind of synchronization error. The server MUST respond with an error response, and MUST include an ERROR-CODE attribute with a response code of 474.

Next, the server extracts the SubscriptionID attribute from the request. If it contains a SubscriptionID not known to the server, there has been a synchronization error. The server MUST reject the Unsubscribe request with an error response and MUST include an ERROR-CODE attribute with a value of 476.

Assuming the SubscriptionID is known, the server MUST remove the subscription object from the client object, and destroy it. The server will therefore no longer send notifications associated with this subscription. The server MUST respond to the Unsubscribe request with a success response.

9.8. UploadVCR

The ViPR server first processes the request like any other VAP request, specifically it will perform the message integrity check and follow associated procedures.

If the UploadVCR was received on a TCP connection but the client had not yet registered over that connection, it is an error and the ViPR server returns a 474. If the client had registered, but the VServiceID from the ServiceIdentity doesn’t match a known VService, the UploadVCR is rejected with a 474.

Otherwise, the ViPR server extracts the CallDirection, StartTime, StopTime, CallingNum and CalledNum attributes, and stores them. Further processing depends on whether it was an originating or
9.8.1. Originating

Once stored, the ViPR server starts timer $T_v$. $T_v$ is selected as a random number, in seconds, starting from 30 and ending at the maximum validation time, which is a configured parameter of the ViPR Server for the DHT associated with the VService. The validation request - which includes the VCR - is stored until that timer fires. The validation request includes the details from the UploadVCR (calling, called numbers, start and stop time), along with the VService associated with the UploadVCR.

When the timer fires, the ViPR server examines the called party number. This number will be a plus followed by N digits. Using this number, it forms a lookup key $K$. $K$ is equal to the least significant 128 bits of the SHA1 hash of the called party number in string form, including the + sign. Next, the ViPR server extracts VService associated with the VCR. It checks to see if this VService is currently being published. If so, it performs a lookup into the DHT using key $K$. Each DHT node has a queue on read transactions. These lookups are queued because the node has, per-DHT, a limit on the rate at which it will perform read requests.

Once the lookup request comes to the top of the queue and it can be serviced, the resulting fetch will be a result, a no-match, or a timeout. If there is a no-match or timeout, ViPR server processing is complete.

If there is a result, the ViPR server will now have all of the dictionary entries associated with the Resource-ID. Each dictionary entry is a key and a value. The key is the concatenation of a peerID and VServiceID, and the value is a set of TLV attributes. The ViPR server parses each dictionary entry as a sequence of TLV attributes, and extracts the first TLV value whose type is peerID (type 0x2008). From this, the ViPR server obtains a set of $\{\text{peerID, VServiceID}\}$s.

The ViPR server SHOULD perform validation, using the validation protocol [VIPR-PVP]. A ViPR server MAY use any algorithm of its choosing to determine whether a number should be validated once, many times, or not at all. When the ViPR server is satisfied that a number has been sufficiently validated, it SHOULD send a Notify. Furthermore, during validation, the ViPR server SHOULD compare the domain of the learned number with the blacklist for the VService associated with the matching VCR. If the domain is on the blacklist or not on the whitelist, a Notify SHOULD NOT be sent.

If a Notify is to be sent as a consequence of a validation success,
the ViPR server looks to see if there is currently a subscription from a client whose VServiceID matches the one from the VCR that triggered the validation that is causing the notification. For each matching one, it sends a Notify message. The ServiceContent in the Notify contains a ValInfo XML containing the SIPURI and ticket learned from the validation. It also contains the full E.164 number of the called number which validated.

9.8.2. Terminating

When the ViPR server receives a terminating UploadVCR, it stores the information, awaiting the receipt of a validation query. This information MUST be stored for a minimum whose value is a configured property of the DHT.

9.9. Sending Notify

The ViPR server MUST NOT send a Notify until it had already sent a response to the Subscribe message that created the subscription, for which the Notify is being sent.

When a Notify is to be sent, it must contain the SubscriptionID attribute associated with the subscription on which the notification is being sent. This will differ for each client that is subscribed.

The Notify MUST contain the ServiceIdentity attribute, containing service 100, subservice 3, a VServiceID for the VService on which the number was learned, and an instance ID whose instance is all ones. The content of the ServiceContent attribute is an XML document, which is the scrubbed document from the ValExchange response. An example document is:
9.10. Sending PublishRevoke

The ViPR server is only permitted to PublishRevoke the VService; it cannot withdraw Number Service publications. It should PublishRevoke published VServices when the corresponding DHT is no longer available. If this should happen, the ViPR server sends a PublishRevoke for each VService that was published which utilized the DHT which is no longer available. That PublishRevoke MUST include a ServiceIdentity attribute indicating the VServiceID and instanceID of the PublishRevoke service. Furthermore, it SHOULD include a ServiceContent attribute with the corresponding service description; this is used strictly for diagnostic purposes and is not needed by the client. Once sent, the ViPR server removes that instance of that VServiceID from its internal state.

10. Syntax Details

10.1. XML Schema for VService

This document is included in publications for the ViPR service. Note its target namespace.

```xml
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
</xs:schema>
```
<xs:element name="service-description">
  <xs:complexType>
    <xs:choice>
      <xs:element name="vservice">
        <xs:complexType>
          <xs:sequence>
            <xs:element name="DHTname" type="xs:string" />
            <xs:element name="DIDCount" type="xs:integer" />
            <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="domain" type="xs:string" />
            <xs:choice minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1">
              <xs:element xmlns:q1="http://www.cisco.com/namespaces/viprtrunk" name="blacklist" type="q1:whiteOrBlackList" />
              <xs:element xmlns:q2="http://www.cisco.com/namespaces/viprtrunk" name="whitelist" type="q2:whiteOrBlackList" />
            </xs:choice>
            <xs:sequence minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded">
              <xs:element xmlns:q1="http://www.cisco.com/namespaces/viprtrunk" name="route" type="q1:routeType" />
            </xs:sequence>
            <xs:any minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" namespace="##other" processContents="lax" />
          </xs:sequence>
        </xs:complexType>
        <xs:attribute name="schemaVersion" type="xs:string" use="required" />
        <xs:attribute name="id" type="xs:string" use="required" />  
      </xs:element>
    </xs:choice>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

<xs:element name="whiteOrBlackList">
  <xs:sequence minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded">
    <xs:element name="domain" type="xs:string" />
  </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

<xs:complexType name="routeType">
  <xs:sequence>
    <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="SIPURI" type="xs:string" />
    <xs:any minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" namespace="##other" />
  </xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
10.2. XML Schema for ValInfo

This document is passed from the terminating ViPR server to the originating, containing the ticket, routes and number which was validated. The originating ViPR server verifies this and passes it to the client in VService notifications.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<xs:schema elementFormDefault="qualified"
    xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
  <xs:element name="valinfo">
    <xs:complexType>
      <xs:sequence minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">
        <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="number"
            type="xs:string" />
        <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="ticket"
            type="xs:string" />
        <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="route"
            type="routeType" />
        <xs:any minOccurs="0" />
      </xs:sequence>
    </xs:complexType>
  </xs:element>
  <xs:complexType name="routeType">
    <xs:sequence>
      <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="SIPURI"
          type="xs:string" />
      <xs:any minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" namespace="##other" />
    </xs:sequence>
  </xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>
```

Figure 10: ValInfo XML Schema

10.3. VAP Attributes

This section enumerates the attributes used by VAP. The attribute names and corresponding types are:
### 10.3.1. USERNAME

The USERNAME attribute is used for authentication. It identifies the shared secret used in the message integrity check. Consequently, the USERNAME MUST be included in any request that contains the MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attribute.

The value of USERNAME is a variable length opaque value of UTF-8 characters. Note that, as described above, if the USERNAME is not a multiple of four bytes it is padded for encoding into the VAP message, in which case the attribute length represents the length of the USERNAME prior to padding.

### 10.3.2. REALM

The REALM attribute is present in requests and responses. It contains text which meets the grammar for "realm" as described in RFC 3261 [RFC3261], and will thus contain a quoted string (including the quotes).

The value of this attribute MUST always be "ViPR".
10.3.3. MESSAGE-INTEGRITY

The MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attribute contains an HMAC-SHA1 [RFC2104] of the message. The MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attribute can be present in any message type. Since it uses the SHA1 hash, the HMAC will be 20 bytes. The text used as input to HMAC is the message, including the header, up to and including the attribute preceding the MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attribute. That text is then padded with zeroes so as to be a multiple of 64 bytes. The MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attribute MUST be the last attribute in the message.

The 16-byte key for MESSAGE-INTEGRITY HMAC is formed by taking the MD5 hash of the result of concatenating the following five fields: (1) The username, with any quotes and trailing nulls removed, (2) A single colon, (3) The realm, with any quotes and trailing nulls removed, (4) A single colon, and (5) The password, with any trailing nulls removed. Note that the password itself never appears in the message.

Since the hash is computed over the entire message, it includes the length field from the message header. This length indicates the length of the entire message, including the MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attribute itself. Consequently, the MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attribute MUST be inserted into the message as the last attribute (with dummy content) prior to the computation of the integrity check. Once the computation is performed, the value of the attribute can be filled in. This ensures the length has the correct value when the hash is performed.

10.3.4. ERROR-CODE

The ERROR-CODE attribute is present in error responses. It is a numeric value in the range of 100 to 699 plus a textual reason phrase encoded in UTF-8, and is consistent in its code assignments and semantics with [RFC3261] and [RFC2616]. The reason phrase is meant for user consumption (typically freeform fields in alarms and logs), and can be anything appropriate for the response code. Recommended reason phrases for the defined response codes are presented below.

To facilitate processing, the class of the error code (the hundreds digit) is encoded separately from the rest of the code.
The class represents the hundreds digit of the response code. The value MUST be between 1 and 6. The number represents the response code modulo 100, and its value MUST be between 0 and 99.

If the reason phrase has a length that is not a multiple of four bytes, it is padded for encoding into the message, in which case the attribute length represents the length of the entire ERROR-CODE attribute (including the reason phrase) prior to padding.

The following response codes, along with their recommended reason phrases (in brackets) are defined at this time:

400 (Bad Request): The request was malformed. The requestor should not retry the request without modification from the previous attempt.

431 (Integrity Check Failure): The request contained a MESSAGE-INTEGRITY attribute, but the HMAC failed verification. This could be a sign of a potential attack, or misconfiguration of the password.

436 (Unknown Username): The username was not known. This was likely due to a misconfiguration.

471 (Bad Client Handle): The client handle provided in the Register request is not known.

472 (Version Number Too Low): The client published a service whose version was lower than the currently held one by the server.

474 (Unregistered): The client tried an operation, such as publish or subscribe, but it has not yet registered.

476 (Unknown Subscription): The referenced subscription does not exist.

477 (Already Registered): The client tried an initial Register request, but it is already registered.

478 (Unsupported Protocol Version): The server does not support the protocol version requested by the client.

481 (Publication Failed): The publication was attempted but could not be performed due to an error reaching the DHT. The client should try again.
10.3.5. Client-Name

The Client-Name attribute is included in the Register request. It contains a textual description, in UTF-8, of the software being used by the client, including manufacturer and version number. The attribute has no impact on operation of the protocol, and serves only as a tool for diagnostic and debugging purposes. The value of Client-Name is variable length. If the value of Client-Name is not a multiple of four bytes, it is padded for encoding into the VAP message, in which case the attribute length represents the length of the attribute prior to padding. However, it MUST be less than 255 characters and MUST be at least one character long.

It is RECOMMENDED that it be constructed as:

<vendor>/<product>/<version>/<hostname or IP>

Where version includes major, minor and build.

10.3.6. Client-Handle

This attribute has a 32 bit value, representing an unsigned integer to be used as the client handle.

10.3.7. Protocol-Version

This attribute is 32 bits, consisting of two 16-bit unsigned integers, representing the major and minor version numbers of the protocol:

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|   Major Version               | Minor Version                 |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Figure 13: Protocol-Version Syntax

10.3.8. Client-Label

This attribute is a UTF-8 string, which MUST be between 1 and 255 characters. It is not used by this specification.
10.3.9. Keepalive

This attribute is a 32 bit unsigned integer, representing the number of milliseconds that the server will retain client state after the last message from the client has been received.

10.3.10. ServiceIdentity

The format of the ServiceIdentity attribute is:

```
+---------------------------------+---------------------------------+---------------------------------+---------------------------------+
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service ID</th>
<th>Subservice ID</th>
<th>VServiceID (most significant)</th>
<th>VServiceID (2nd most significant)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instance (3rd significant)</td>
<td>Instance (least significant)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 14: ServiceIdentity Attribute

The value of serviceID must always be 101. A Subservice value of 4 indicates VService publications. A subservice value of 3 indicates number publications.

10.3.11. ServiceVersion

The ServiceVersion field is a 32 bit unsigned integer. It contains the version number for the service advertised in the Publish request. It always increments by at least one for each change in the service.

10.3.12. ServiceContent

The ServiceContent is the actual content of the service definition. It is an arbitrary number of bytes. If the number of bytes of content are not a multiple of four, the content is padded with arbitrary data so that it is a multiple of four. The value of the length field of the attribute is the length prior to padding.

The ServiceContent MUST be less than 32k, despite the fact that the length field of the attribute itself would allow content up to 64k.
10.3.13. SubscriptionID

The SubscriptionID is present in successful responses to Subscribe and in Unsubscribe messages. It contains an identifier for the subscription. It is a unique handle, unique within all subscriptions between the client and this server. It is an unsigned 32 bit integer. It is also present in Notify and Withdraw requests.

10.3.14. CallDirection

This attribute is a 32 bit unsigned integer. A value of 0 indicates a received call. A value of 1 indicates a sent call. Other values are reserved and not valid in this version of the protocol.

10.3.15. StartTime

The start time is a 64 bit NTP time value. The start time is measured in the following way:

1. For calls sent to the PSTN (i.e., originated by this call agent), the start time is measured from the instant of the receipt of the call acceptance message indicating that the called party answered the call. For SIP, this would correspond to receipt of the 200 OK to the original SIP INVITE.
2. For calls received from the PSTN, (i.e., received by this call agent), the start time is measured from the instant of transmission of the call acceptance message towards the PSTN, indicating that the called party answered the call. For SIP, this would correspond to transmission of the 200 OK to the original SIP INVITE.

10.3.16. StopTime Attribute

The stop time is a 64 bit NTP value and is measured in the following way:

1. For the call agent which terminates the call, it corresponds to the transmission of the call termination message towards the PSTN. For SIP, this corresponds to the transmission of a SIP BYE request.
2. For the call agent which receives the termination, it corresponds to the receipt of the call termination message from the PSTN. For SIP this corresponds to the receipt of a SIP BYE request.

10.3.17. CallingNum Attribute

The calling party number MUST be expressed in fully qualified E.164 format, and the attribute is a string with variable length.
The calling party number is complicated. This is because this value is often munged and modified by the PSTN as it traverses the network. Fortunately, ViPR does not depend on it being delivered or being correct, but when it is delivered it improves security. Its presence is also needed for validating numbers which connect to multiple users, such that multiple calls to that number are often in progress at the same time. For example, 800 numbers.

For the originating call agent, the value is the E.164 number of calling party number delivered to the PSTN. For the terminating call agent, the value is E.164 normalized value of the caller ID received from the PSTN. This will require that national numbers delivered over a PRI are normalized to include their country code.

10.3.18. CalledNum Attribute

The called party number MUST be expressed in fully qualified E.164 format, and it is represented in the attribute as a string with variable length. The following rules apply for computation of the called party number:

For the call agent which initiates the call, the called party number is the E.164 number, including the leading plus, of the target of the call. Of course, this may not (and is probably not) the same as the digit sequence dialed by the calling party. The originating call agent MUST normalize this number to E.164 format based on its local dialing rules.

For the call agent which receives the call, the called party number is the E.164 number, including the leading plus, of the target of the call. Of course, this may not (and is probably not), the same as the called party number as delivered by the PSTN. It is likely that country codes, for example, are omitted from the message delivered by the PSTN. It is the responsibility of the terminating call agent to reconstruct the E.164 number of the called party.

10.3.19. Quota Attribute

This attribute consists of two 32 bit values. The first is the quota limit, which is the total number of numbers that can be published by this and other call agents attached to this ViPR server into this DHT. The second is the current total number of numbers being published by this and other call agents attached to this ViPR server into this DHT. If the current value is less than the quota value, everything is fine. Once it exceeds it, the DHT is likely to begin dropping entries and the admin needs to reduce the number of numbers being published.
10.3.20. DHTLifetime Attribute

This attribute is a 32 bit unsigned integer. It indicates the number of seconds that data written into the DHT will remain in the DHT prior to being expunged.

11. Security Considerations

11.1. Outsider Attacks

VAP prevents against traditional outsider attacks by means of TLS along with password-based digest authentication. That mechanism MUST be implemented by clients and servers and SHOULD be used.

11.2. Insider Attacks

Of much more concern are attacks whereby the client is authenticated, but it misuses the VAP connection to attack the overall system.

The principal attack to be considered is where an attacker injects false numbers by sending Publish requests for the number service containing numbers that the client doesn’t own. This attack is the fundamental security problem that ViPR overall addresses with the validation mechanism, and so that attack is handled outside of VAP.

Another potential attack is a flooding attack where a client sends a large amount of numbers into the DHT. This attack is prevented by the distributed quota mechanism within the ViPR RELOAD usage, and thus prevented outside of VAP. Similarly, an attacker might try to DOS the ViPR network by sending a large volume of reads or writes into the DHT. This is prevented by means of the rate control mechanisms enforced by the ViPR server.

12. IANA Considerations

There are no IANA considerations associated with this specification.

13. References

13.1. Normative References
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Appendix A. Release notes

This section must be removed before publication as an RFC.

A.1. Modifications between rosenberg-03 and rosenberg-02
Nits.
- Shorter I-Ds references.
- Added terminology section.
- Changed figures to fit in the page width.
- Change reference from RFC 2401 to RFC 2104
- Removed cut & paste error from STUN.
- Fixed some invalid lists.
- Section 9.1: Removed mutual authentication to be consistent with 5.1.
- Fixed the text for the creation of the resource name in 9.4.2, to be consistent with -reload-usage.
- Fixed example to really contain hexadecimal.
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